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#4 HE present edition of the Sacred Books of the Old Testament 
a¥ in Hebrew exhibits the reconstructed text on the basis of which 

17 our new Version in the Polychrome Bible has been prepared by 
, the learned contributors mentioned on the inside page of the 

Qre@F back cover. r 
bane) t Departures from the Received Text are indicated by critical 

i - yt j marks: — <- (ze. V = Versions) designate a reading adopted on 

the authority of the Ancient Versions (-*-, -., &c. indicate that the 
respective glosses relegated to the foot of the page are omitted 

in the Versions, esp. 6 (e.g. Neh. ¢,24); — © (ze. c = conjecture) are used for 

Conjectural Emendations; and © (¢. e.3 = "\p3), for changes involving merely a 

departure from the Masoretic points, or a different division of the consonantal 

text. A pdb | indicates transposition of the Masoretic pipb YD; — «= are used 
in cases where the “1p has been adopted instead of the a‘n3, and '" for changes 

introduced by reason of Parallel Passages. A small note of exclamation,: (e. g. 15 

Neh. 12,10) calls attention to readings deliberately preferred on the strength 

of some Heb. manuscripts or early printed editions of good authority. Doubt- 
ful Words or Passages are enclosed in notes of interrogation (++). Occasionally 

two critical marks are combined, e. g. **,z. e. Deviations from the Received 
Text suggested by the Versions as well as by Parallel Passages; or **,z. e. Depar- 20 

tures from the Masoretic points, supported by the Versions, &c. — [] calls attention 

to transposed passages, the traditional position of the words in the Received Text 

being marked by [] while the transposed words are enclosed in[]. In addition 

to these brackets, [], braces, }, and parentheses, (), are used if there are two or 

three transpositions on the same page. In cases where two or three consecutive 2 

words are transposed the traditional sequence is indicated by 1 2 3 &c. respec- 

tively prefixed to the individual words (Ezr. 7,22). Transposition of consonants is 
indicated by figures above the respective letters (Ezr. 8,29). Passages corrupted 

beyond emendation are indicated by ++++, while * ** point to Zacume@ in the 

original. Passages printed in smaller type (Ezr. 3,11;9,11; Neh. 1,9;8,15) re- 30 

present Quotations (cf Num. 6,24; 10,35; 21,14; Jud.14,14; 15, 16; Is. 23, 16). 

The Ancient Versions are referred to in the /Vo/es under the following 

abbreviations: —Al = Masoretic Text; 6 = LXX; @ = Targum; S = Peshita; 

f= Vetus Latina; 3 (¢.e. Jerome) = Vulgate; A= Aquila; 0=Theodotion; X= 
Symmachus. 64 means Codex Alexandrinus (A), 64 = Lucianic recension (A); 35 

6S = Sinaiticus (&), 6V = Vaticanus (B). €0 = Targum of Onkelos. 
The heavy-faced figures in the left margin of the /Vofes (1, 2, 3, &c.) refer 

to the chapters, the numbers in () to the verses of the Hebrew text. The mark , 

means omit(s) or omitted by; alt. = as an alternative; 1°, 2° = first or second 

occurrence, respectively, AV = Authorized Version; RV= Revised Version. 40 
Ezra 
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71 
LVotes A 
PPL. CCoVYV. 

54. © Zo) 

204. 25) 

55, 2(° 44) 
3°(4 =45) 

6 (13, 1) 

AEG so) 

20 (7 14) 

20e( 4 G5) 

33.(@: -21) 

@ ©23) 

( 24) 

38 (29) 

Hee MWeBemiaB s2sneezo- 

nba and the } before onzn. Thus we get: — At the time of 

Eliashib, under the reign of Darius of Persia, there are recorded 
as heads of priestly families: Joiada, Johanan and Jaddua. Cf. 
v. 12, [For sy instead of by cf note on Num. 23,18; Crit. Notes 

on Ezekiel, -p: 114, 1533p: 105,.1- 47 — P21] 

According to VAN HOONACKER (Sacerdoce Lév., pp. 64f.) Al od>vin, 

yindy, and spy are here associated by an error of the copyist 
who puts in names familiar to him. 
[For nwxn see above, p. 70, l. 24. — P. H.] 

For the name mow cf Babyl. Sudluma. 

MARQUART (of. ciz., p. 36) regards c. 13 as connected with Ezra 
9, 1-10, 44. 
MARQUART reads M9. at the end of his days for Mo. This 
verse does not seem to be in its right place here; see the article 

in HASTINGS’ Bible Dictionary, vol. 1, p. 822. 

[#1 nam should be pronounced Ered cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs, 

pr.67, 1.422: 

41 o'aNM should be pointed DKA; cf Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 49, 

], 23; p. 53, 1. 48; Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 64, 1. 11. 

For the original meaning of ATYysS) (cf above, p. 65, 1. 1) see zdzd. 

p. 45, 1. 46. 

For #2°Wn read 127 as in Ezra 10,14.17 (contrast v. 18). The 

omission of the first 7 is due to Aaplography just as we often find 
n*a instead of n‘a3 (cf Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 63, 1.6). Al sn's 

does not mean / visited (besuchte in KAUTZSCH’s Textbibel; cf. 

BERTHEAU-RYSSEL ad Joc.) but 7 saw (AV, correctly, Zu those 

days also saw I Jews that had married &c.). The 7 prefixed to 

nim is the generic article (GES.-KAUTZSCH § 126,]). A ns os 

3) Dws wa ANA is a case of prolepsis, like Gen. 1,4; Num. 

32,23; 1K 5,17 (cf GES..KAUTZSCH § 117,h); contrast construc- 

tions like Prov. 23,22». For the use of the article as a relative 

pronoun (cf also Ezra 8,25; 10,14.17) see note 38 of the paper 

cited above, p..67, note * — P. H.] 

TORREY (of. cét., p. 51) regards 41 ny) py yiw5>) as an addition of 
the Chronicler’s. 
CHEYNE (Jewzsh Relig. Life, p. 68) renders; — Remember, tt is 

to them, and not to me, that I have attained priestly dignities. 

I have purged the priesthood from all strangers, and maintained 

each of the offices of the priests, and of the Levites. 

© 6) 

Corrigenda. 

For reconstruit, p. 25, 1.37 read rxéconstruzt. 

For Samas p. 26, 1. 36 read Samas. 

For form p. 26, 1. 37 read \yor2s: 

For points p. 26, 1. 37 read poznt. 
For ; before..Neb. 3,3, p. 28, |. “8a xead" | 

For Neh. 7,20, p. 28, 1: 16° reads Neh. y2-- 

For m7" p. 31, L 42 “read Saat: 

At the beginning of __p. 35, 1. 42 prefix (9). 

Loa 5 
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op. cit., p. 226, the D3. instructed the people in the Law, while 

the opi expounded and supplemented it. — P. H.] 

VAN HOONACKER (Restaur., p. 239) regards Al "BBA Ny dX as 
an interpolation. 

DRIVER (/ntrod§, p. 550, below) says that SYy 768" should ‘very 
possibly’ be restored from 6. [Cf OoRT, Emend. 

ws AN (cf Num. 14,4) means neither they appointed a captain 
(so AV; in KautTzscH’s Jextbibel: wahlten einen Anfiihrer; cf. 

Ex. 18,25; Deut. 1,15) nor they turned their head (so BERTHEAU 
ad loc. and SIEGFRIED-STADE, p. 449” below); the phrase is probably 
equivalent to the Assyr. Sakdnu Sa rest (or gaggadz) ‘to make head,’ 

Zé. ‘to resist’ (NE. 146, 1; 51,17) see JAOS 16, p. cix. — P. H.] 

52,35 (10,27) Mt mn, Babyl. Axzzéma; cf. above, p. 68, 1. 11. 

37. ( 

53,25 (11, 

29) 

17) 

[Al pa seems to be a gloss to yw"; cf Crit. Notes on Proverbs, 

p. 65, 1.6. If we read pam, the } is the Waw explicative; cf. aM 

nas 9,16 and Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 53, 1. 12. 

For n>ayam on), lit. Az/e-bread, i. e. unleavened cakes piled up on 
the sacrificial table, see Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 44, l. 9. 

The primitive meaning of 155 is not fo cover but fo wipe off (nnd); 

cf. KB 6,78,20 and Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 43, 1. 42. 

For }2 Pp see zézd. 1. 43. 

For mommy mwsen the first bread baked of some dough, which was 

originally equivalent to op ond, Assyr. akal pani, lit. advance 

bread, see Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 50, 1. 50. NIKEL, of. cit, 

p. 202, n. 2 translates mw ELhrenportion, which is certainly more 

correct than Lrstling des Schrotmehls in KAUTZSCH’s Textbzbel, 
Num. 15,20. — P. H.] 

Msiay, Babyl. dédé; Mywv, Bab. Samii’a; M 5a, Bab. Galalan; 

cf. also At %>3 12,36. For cuneiform s=w see Crit. Notes on 
Proverbs, p. 34, 1. 47. 

This town 7339 in Benjamin may be the place intended in Is. 

10,30 (ft m3»), and CHEYNE (£1. Times, Sept. 1899) proposes 

to correct the text of Isaiah accordingly. Cf Crit. Notes on Isaiah, 

p. 96; i 4x. 

Myny sin nya by (read nvm) belongs according to VAN HOON- 
ACKER (Restaur., p. 253) to Mattaniah, and his name and this 

notice must have originally stood apart from the preceding names. 

VAN HOONACKER (Z. ¢.) thinks that beyond a doubt 139 must be 

read instead of Al 13y (Qfré “3y). 
[yi (of v. 41; also jm v. 5, Alene yo Neh. 10,8; Ezr. 10,25) 

Babyl. Minzamind. — P. H.] 

j20%, mentioned between yt‘. and y35, is in v. 23 called the son 

of »w*5s. B. Pick (Lutheran Church Review, Jan. 1898, p. 130) 
says we must therefore suppose that # jn3s* in v. 11 is a mistake 
for jini. That the latter is the correct form of the name he ar- 
gues from Josephus (4vz., xi,7,1) who calls him “lwdvvn¢. 

WINCKLER (Forsch., sec. ser., 2,221) thinks that the usual emenda- 

tion of this passage 4), instead of Al Sy as adopted above, p. 22, 

1, 19, is quite insufficient. It is better, he says, to strike out Ml 

uw 

15 

20 

4O 
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above, p. 65, l. 11. KauTzscu’s Textbibel translates correctly: 

und zwar werden sie des Nachts kommen (AV, yea in the night 

will they come to slay theé). — P. H.] 
For “133 CHEYNE (of. czt., p. 49, note) would read evd/ reports of 

me [nai; cf Num. 13,32; 14,37; see also above, p. 35, |. 10.] 5 

bad 
TORREY (of. cét., p. 42, n. 1) ventures the conjecture that “yw 

should be inserted between lt odbwrdy, and thinks that the ex- 10 

pression refers to the officer in charge of the gate service men- 

tioned in the Talmud (cf SCHURER’s Gesch. d. juid. Volkes3, 2,274). 

7) Al miso (Ezra 2,2 15D) is a doubtful form. MARQUART pro- 

65) 

70) 

73) 

43 ( 8, 8) 

phe y 9) 

poses nibO8 Asfadat, a Persian name; cf WELLHAUSEN, Jsr. 
u. jiid. Gesch3, p. 163. [Contrast NIKEL, of. cz¢., p. 77. — For 15 

the initial D=8 cf jn = Babyl. Avaxsdmna; see ZA 2,266. 
— P. H] 
KOSTERS identifies he Tivshatha with Neh.; hence he concludes 

that this passage cannot be earlier than his time. MEYER, in a 
recent article (Exp. Times, 9,67) refers the title to Sheshbazzar, 20 

who is mentioned, MEYER thinks, also in 1 Chr. 3,18 as Shenazzar; 

cf. above, p. 26, 1. 38 and p. 58, 1. 14. 

A more probable reading than MV’s is suggested by Ezra 2,69 

MX DTD MND OSS nwHM oI ADIN, viz. five hundred mine of 
silver and thirty priest's garments, DIN" _NyKH wT D3 AD" 
[] owsw moam>; see VAN HOONACKER, Restaur., p. 35; cf. also 

RYLE, Cambridge Bible, on Ezra 2,69. 

WELLHAUSEN proposes to strike out the last three words, ‘32) 

ops Ssiw’, as a needless repetition. But TORREY (of. céz., pp. 26f.) 
says, the testimony of fl and all the Versions is unanimous in their 30 

favor. The awkward repetition is explained easily enough by 

TORREY as being due to the Chronicler. 

tN ut 

[We must read, following 6 kai édtdaoKev “Eopac, 31 Wee RDP 

while Ezra communicated the divine decisions (Wb denominative 35 

Piel, cf Babyl. pzrzstu); see Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 51, l. 12. 

NIKEL, of. cit., p. 23 says that the Levites gave not merely a 

paraphrase of the nin but added some comments. — P. H.} 
MASPERO (of. cz¢., p. 789, note) says, there is an interpolation to 

identify Nehemiah with the representative of the Persian Court; 4o 
he agrees apparently with the view stated above, p. 51, I. 3, that 

AL Rin MAMI is to be struck out. VAN HOONACKER also accepts this 
emendation (Sac. Lév., p. 50 and note). MARQUART regards the 

mention of Nehemiah in the Ezra document, as well as the men- 

tion of Ezra in the Nehemiah document (Neh. 12,6), as additions 45 

by the Chronicler. [According to NIKEL, of. c7Z., p. 200, n. I the 

name 79n3 is not interpolated but the following words Snwinn gi; 

cf. above, p. 50, 1. 45. — P. H.] 
VAN HOONACKER (of. cét., pp. 50f.) regards MM mann che Levites 

who instruct the people as a title indicating a habitual office. 50 
[NIKEL, of. cé¢., p. 22 translates ¢eachers (cf. tbid., p. 171), adding 

that this term points to professional instruction in the Law (cf the 
title mp; HAUPT, Assyr. E-vowel, p. 22). According to NIKEL 
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Similarly we have, in the same verse, Hananiah, one of the apo- 

thecaries. [For this use of }2 cf Assyr. mdru in maér umméni (HW 
86>), mar ispard (HW 147), mdr bariiti (ZIMMERN, Babyl. Relig., 

p. 87). — P. H.] 

CHEYNE (Expos. Times, Ap. 1899, p. 331) says that if armory 

were the sense, pw37 na would be required. He prefers pwan 

yspi>, which may have been 6’s reading. “At any rate the break- 

down for p¥3 or pw3 armor is so complete elsewhere that it is 

not prudent to adopt it here, where certainly nothing in the con- 
text suggests it.” 

M m5, Babyl. Padéima; see above, p. 65, ll. 25.32; p. 70, 1. 15. 

[Padima might be explained as a contraction of Padazdma (contrast 

Piliitéma = 7)8), with elision of intervocalic 7 (DEL., Assyr. Gr. 
§ 41, b), and zéma might represent 71m" (so PINCHES in PSBA 

15,15; cf HOMMEL, Aufsatze und Abhandlungen, Munich, 1890, 

p. 2, n. 4); see, however, JAGER in Beztr. zur Assyriol. 1,470 (cf. 

zbed. 2,137 and Crit. Notes on Jeremiah, p. 44, 1. 25) and JASTROW 

in Journal of Biblical Literature, 13,114.123; ZAT 16,1; ZA 10,231; 
cf. HILPRECHT and CLAY, of. cz¢., p. 48, n. 7; KITTEL in HERZOG- 

HAUCK’s RE3, 8,537. For Mm= 69445 Zahud (not yahvi, HOMMEL, 
Ancient Heb. Tradition, p. 101) see JAOS 14,xcix, n. *. Heb. d3 
is an intransitive impf. 2, =x; cf m>3=galiita. — P. H.] 
TORREY (of. cé¢., p. 38) thinks the clause ne dm wns 135d aR 
may be an interpolation on account of the mention of Samaria. 

Sanballat was not a Samaritan. TORREY regards Sanballat as the 

prince of a stronghold near Jerusalem. Cf above, p. 67, 1. 13. 

In place of Al 1n37 VAN HOONACKER (Resfaur., p. 175, note) 

proposes o'm337, and says that ond [OorT, o°79x5] must be regard- 
ed as pleonastic. He suggests as an alternative: —nnd s31y°n. 

[According to WINCKLER, A/forient. Forsch., second series, 3, 405 

‘sm means here not half but entirety, completeness; so, too, in 

1. 8 of the Inscription of Mesha. — P. H.] 

4M is obscure and confused. The emendation adopted above, 
p- 13, I. 28 helps very much, but perhaps the text of 6 pure and 

simple is preferable: — Kai éyéveto Wo HAPooav oi “lovdaior oi 
oikodvTEs EXOuEVva aUTWY, Kai Eitooav huiv, Avapaivouow éx tdv- 

TW TWV TOTWY €@ Huds, 2. ¢., DOVS DAV OMA IND WD oA 

wy mippen Sap by 139 mex. See the article Wehemiah in Has- 
TINGS’ Bible Dictionary, p. 1991, note. 

[As the preceding word ends in 1 the omission of the } before 

TN is evidently due to haplography. — P. H.] 
For At on indy ws, TORREY (of. cit., p. 39, n. 1) reads indy ws 

13 (cf above, p. 47, |. 45) as in 2 Chr. 25,10. He says it is easy 

to see how 15 might be mistaken for ». [OORT, 139° for Al ona. 

For "33 cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 60, 1. 51. — P. H.] 

CHEYNE (Jewish Relig. Life, p. 50) says, the text of this verse 

can scarcely be accurate; but he does not attempt a correction. 

[For sy put under taboo see W.R. SMITH, Semztes?, p. 456. 

The 1 before 15° may be correct; the whole clause D832 75°55 
sannd may be a gloss introduced by the Waw explicative; see 

wr 

35 

40 

45 
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Jehoiakin, Ezek. 19,9; see Crit. Notes on Ezekiel, p. 71, 1. 42. 
The change of the original 1 to 9 in 53% (cf Crit. Notes on Prov- 

erbs, p. 53, l. 31)* may, of course, have been influenced by the 

verb 53w, but, as stated above, there is no original connection 

between the noun 53¥ and the verb daw. Af tox naw Dywm is a 

circumstantial clause (so AV and KAUTZSCH’s Textbibel); it is not 

necessary to prefix the article to n2wy (so LUTHER following 63), 

nor is it likely that the Queen addressed the same question to 
Nehemiah. But if Nehemiah served wine in the presence of the 
Queen he was probably a eunuch; cf Is. 56,3; w 127, and see 

Hebraica 11,141, also CHEYNE’s /nutroduction to the Book of Isaiah, 

p. 311, n. 3. For 53% = 13% see note on Deut. 7,13. — P. H.] 
) wbaap is ealled a Horonite, but the name is Babylonian, its right 

form being, not Szm-uballit, but Szn-muballit, as the finite verb 

would require an object between subject and predicate; see WINCK- 
LER, Altorient. Forschungen, second series, 2,228, n. 1. [It is well 

known that the » in Babylonian was often silent, mwssur was 
pronounced ussur &c. (see ZA 2,270; JAOS 16, p. cvi); of however 

HILPRECHT and CLAY, of. ciz., p. 21. — P. H.] 

M m31M is, according to VAN HOONACKER (Sac. Lév. p. 375), the 

same person as the 2830 of Ezr. 4,7; [cf SELLIN, 2, 33. 

For CHEYNE’s hypothesis concerning the epithet ‘3bym Tayn see 

NIKEL, of. cz¢., p. 189. — P. H.] 

TORREY ascribes vy. 1-32 to the Chronicler. For M 3mwap (02s) 
he reads 1m9p. This he bases confidently on 3,6. 6 hytacav = 

wap without suffix. Consecrating a gate or wall is against Heb. 

usage. 
[The first element of Al 5yarwp is the Babylonian part. musezzd, 

the causative of uy. The correct explanation of the verb arW was 

first given by POGNON in his L’zmscripition de Bavian (Paris, 1879) 

p. 183; see Beztr. z. Assyr. 1,13. — P. H.] 
MM mob, cf Babyl. Balafd’a. [For the interchange between 6 and 
m see ZA 2,268; cf. above, p. 63, 1. 11. 

For 1737 wap nnd xBDd cf NIKEL, of. cit., p. 59. — P. H.] 

See on v. 19, below, 1. 49. 

yan, Babyl. Xanin (x= 7); of. above, p. 65, 1. 32. 

For Al span pwan nop taam GVAS read mipyou avaBdoews Tic 
ouvattTovoNns Tis ywviag GO mUpyou suggests vipa) for # 7330; 

ouvattovons may be for w35, a misreading of Al pw3an. STANLEY 

A. Cook (Expos. Times, Mar. 1899, p. 220) proposes YSpan nby 
pwan 3139 che ascent of the turning of the wall before the armory; 
this agreeing with v. 20. 6L has a doublet with a marginal gloss, 

ei¢ TO 6pog¢=AIAN, which has been wedged in between étiow 

and avto? = ns v. 20. In At we find the corrupt 7197 in v. 20. 
(, 6VAS). The gloss seems to have worked its way into a second 

passage, v. 8, due to the verses having stood opposite to each 

other in parallel columns. 
M has in v.8: Uzzzel, son of Harhaiah, goldsmiths. an 

should be omitted; then read pb wsn, Uzzzel, one of the goldsmiths. 

a [See also note 99 of my paper on Babylonian Elements in the Levitic Ritual in 
vol. 19 of the Fournal of Biblical Literature (Boston, 1900) p. 77. — P. H.| 
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PPi Te CC) VV. 
43 (10,41) Al wn, cf Babyl. /ddiriza-zli; [see, however, above, p. 65, 1. 4.] 

43) fl sant, Babyl. Zadbina’ [na for nd; cf. above, p. 65, 1. 27}. 

44) TORREY (of. cit., p. 32) thinks that Neh. 9.10 are the direct con- 
( 

46 ( 

(0, ame TS et 9) 

272 ) 

29) (6) 

HGS Ezra 2oteBi- 66 

tinuation of this abruptly ending chapter, and that they are also 

the product of the Chronicler’s pen. See also CHEYNE, /ew7sh 
Relig. Life, p. 62. 

CHEYNE (/. c.) emends the text at the close of this verse after 

‘the true Septuagint text:’ — and they dismissed them with their 

children. CHEYNE’s true Septuagint text is found in 1 Esdr. 
9,36:— Kai dméduoav adtag ov TéKvoic, Z. ¢. DNA DY ys indws. 
(or 1733). [OoRT, Eimendationes (Leyden, 1900) , Al Yow) ows.) 

This passage has been much discussed by VAN HOONACKER 
and KOSTERS. The former (estaur., p. 282) accepts 6, and 

gives the following as the Hebrew original:—n33) Dw3 ond 12°w, 

or, more emphatic, O°33 13.w" ows ofp 13°w. 

Addenda to Motes on WMeBemiab. 

According to WINCKLER (A/for. Forsch., second series, 2, p. 226) 

MM onw’y naw without any defining name of a ruler connects this 

passage with Ezra 4,24 and 6,14. 

M pwr, Babyl. S#san. Cf. Expos. Times, Jan. 1901, p. 155. 

According to WINCKLER (see above, |. 21) Artaxerxes here and 
in 5,14; 13,6 means Davius. [Cf OLZ 3,373, n. 1. — P.-H.] 

Mt yap yor sav xd) does not yield a satisfactory sense, and all the 

various explanations which have been given fail lamentably. 6 

reads kat ovK jv Etepoc evWwmiov avtod = Heb. vapd ans mn Ndi. 
Nehemiah waited for the opportunity to speak to the King when 

no one else was present, z. é. no other courtier; the Queen was 

certainly present (v.6). See the article Vehemzah in HASTINGS’ 
Bible Dictionary. VAN HOONACKER (Resfaur., p. 172) accepts 6, 

which he supposes to have come from 35> yy m7 891. [This 

reading would seem to be correct; 991 is simply a synonym of 

ns; cf Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 35, 1. 38; p. 39, 1. 28; p. 50, 

]. 24. The erroneous punctuation yi, which entailed the change 

of mn to Al ‘nn, was suggested by D'y 73 yr in the following 

verse. — P. H.] 

If we take 53¥n, ‘he royal spouse in a strict sense, it would mean 

here the principal wife of Artaxerxes, Damasfia, and not Anestris, 
the Queen Mother (VAN HOONACKER, fesfaur., p. 190, note). 

[53% (cf w 45,10) has, of course, no etymological connection with 

the obscene verb aw (Deut. 28, 30; Is. 13,16; Jer. 3,2; Zech. 14,2); 
it is identical with Assyr. sigréti ‘ladies of the harem; cf DE- 

LITZSCH’s HW, pp. 2567.6412 and Nos. 171.226 (pp. 21.28) of the 

Schrifttafel in the fourth edition of DELITZSCH’s Cuneiform Chres- 
tomathy (vol. 16 of the Assyriologische Bibliothek edited by 
DELITZSCH and HAUPT). This word was formerly misread z¢hré¢z, 

as though it were a feminine form of zzfarz ‘male,’ but it seems 

to be connected with Szgdru ‘lock, cage,’ which has passed into 

Hebrew as 13°D, miswritten 1310 in the Elegy on Jehoahaz and 
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PP) LEICG: VV 
40, 3 ( 8,15) [For the final @ in forms like 7318) see Bettrige zur Assyriologie, 

TON Geet) 

287(<* $20) 

41,20( 36) 

3309, 1) 

cal Ge) 

42,42 (10,15) 
Ag, Tal 

Ezra 

18) 

20) 

23) 
25) 
26) 

28) 

31) 

40) 

oS Ezra s3cpestior- 

vol. I, p. 10 and p. 167, § 9. — P. H.] 
AM Uys, cf Babyl. Z/izdri [Heb. yy help = Aram. es; but per- 

haps we should read ef77 (with »); cf DEL., HW 28.46. — P. H.] 

DRIVER (/ntrod.®, pp. 549f.) regards the clause o> ..... jDIw as 
an explanatory gloss, and notes that the relative w occurs nowhere 

else in Ezr-Neh. The phrase nip¥a 13p3 052 belongs to the com- 
piler. 

[For the title 79mm ‘sp wwns cf. NIKEL, of. cit., p. 82. The 1 pre- 
fixed to the following gloss 1730 12y nin is the Waw explica- 

tive; cf. below, p. 70, 1.17. NIKEL, however, believes that the 

pp wns may have been superior officers controlling the admini- 
stration of the ninb. 

For “yen cf Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 98, 1. 8; p. 102, 1. 25; p. 116, 
]. 2. See also WINCKLER’s Geschichte Israels, part 2 (Leipzig, 
1900) p. 88. — P. H,] 

TORREY (of. czz., p. 19) says that the Chronicler is fond of using 

myn as an adverb = exceedingly. That is what we should expect 
here. The present construction is difficult, and the conjecture is 

tempting that ws" originated in a misreading of the first three 

letters of the following word y3npwsi. 

M ‘nr, Babyl. Saddatd’a; cf, above, p. 62, 1. 50. 
M m3, Babyl. Gadalidma (pronounced Gadalidva; see ZA 2, 
265). Cf. below, 1. 32 and p. 68, I. 12. 

M °33n, Babyl. Xananz’ (i. e. Xanani; cf. above, p. 59, |. 34). 

Al Syan3, Babyl. Natan’ Zi. 

Ml mnns, cf Babyl. Patax (abbreviated). 
Ml m33, cf, Babyl. Band’zi. 
M “I3y, Babyl. Addiia. 
M nvain, Babyl. Xananizadma (cf. above, ll. 25.27). 
Ml ‘31 is certainly the same as °33, Ezr. 2,9; but which name is 

right it is not possible to say. The latter has a certain probability 

in its favor. 

The name ‘ony is explained by CHEYNE (E-vposztor, 1897, 5, Pp. 49); 
not as GES, formerly did, whom /uvu afflicted, but as coming 

from the Assyrian e¢e//u, detected by PAUL RUBEN in Nah. 2,7, 

and meaning great, exalted, or as a subst. lord (cf. DEL., HW 1 57>). 

MM jiypw, Babyl. Samaxinu. [For Babyl. x i.e.¢,=Heb.y f 
Aaszat= mY, Xumri= ny, &c.; see KAT? 107,11. — P. H.] 

Ml ‘3732 was explained in GEs.’ Zhes.: — guid sicut liberalis; by 

OLSHAUSEN, § 277,f,, Mm} 2339 Mp. GRay (Zap. Times, Feb. 1899, 

p- 232) says that the 6 forms ending in ov suggest 1 as final con- 
sonant. GV has Maxadvapov = 133790, the last part being the god 

Nebo; cf v. 43. 6S reads Axadvafou, having the same ending. 

64 Maxvadaapou and 6L Kai Nadapouv show transposition. GRAY 

holds that 1 and 5 are here, as often elsewhere, confused, and that 

we should read 123929 fossesston of Nebo. In 2R 63,4% we find 

a name Vamkir-ASur ‘possession of Ashur.’ The corruption may 

be intentional to get rid of edo, just as Abed-Nebo has been cor- 
rupted to Adednego (ZA 4,49). [For Assyr. makkiru and namkiru 

‘property, possession’ see DEL., HW 408. — P. H.] 
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16 (24) 

27 ( 8, 6) 

Crus) 
46 ( 14) 
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ote Ezra 29-sbeSHo- 64 

DRIVER (/ntrod.®, p. 549), on the other hand, assigns vv. 16-18 
to the Chronicler, who intended these verses as the conclusion of 

the Aramaic portion of the building narrative, and so wrote them 

in the same language. WINCKLER (A/tor. Forsch., second series, 

vol. 2, p. 227; see also DRIVER, of. ci¢., p. 545) holds that only 

snwwnnisg), at the end of v. 14, is a redactional addition, just as 

wrawns ja in Dan. 9,1. 

[nod = pussuxw ‘appeasement of the divine wrath;’ cf note 60 of 
the paper cited below, p. 67, note *%. 

For the etymology of nis see of, cé¢., note 80. — P. H.] 

Vas xo 

= ~ 

TORREY (of. cz¢., pp. 14 ff.) regards cc. 7-10 as wholly the work 

of the Chronicler, there being no genuine Memoirs of Ezra at 

all (cf above, p. 57, 1. 1). He gives a long list of words from 

this passage which he considers as characteristic of the Chron- 
icler. MASPERO (of. ci¢., p. 788, note) says the dates are not part 

of Ezra’s work; but he holds that the Memoirs are authentic. 

WINCKLER (A/for. Forsch., second series, vol. 2, p. 244) thinks 2 

that Artaxerxes in v. 1 stands for Darius. 

[wn and mM go back to the same stem; see Crit. Notes on Prov- 

erbs, p. 55, l. 37. — P. H.] 

As to  7>nn snownnas> paw nwa, which was generally supposed 
to be the 7" year of Artaxerxes I. (B. C. 465-424) 7. €. 458 B. C., 
the date of Ezra’s mission is placed by MASPERO (of. czz., p. 787) 

in 369 B. C. VAN HOONACKER (Le Sacerdoce Lévitigue, 1899, 

p. 51) says it was the 7‘ year of Artaxerxes II., z. ¢. 398 B. C.; 

see also KENT, Hest. of Jewish People, pp. 199.355. \WELLHAUSEN 

(GGN 1895, p. 186) thinks we should read fwenty-seventh year, the 

number fwenty having been omitted by a copyist. This would 

make Ezra’s date 427 B.C. MARQUART (of. cit¢., p. 34) declares 

that this verse belongs to the Redactor, and has suffered in trans- 

mission, the correct date being 368 B. C. or 365 B.C. See also 
WINCKLER, Alfor. Forsch., second series, vol. 2, p. 242, who says 

Ezra came to Jerusalem in the 7" year of Darius II., 2. ¢. B. C. 416; 

(cf. below, p. 66, 1. 27; NIKEL, of. cét., p. 148. — P. H.] 

CHEYNE (Jewish Relig. Life, p. 71) thinks that by the title "pn 

the writer meant that Ezra was the author of the lawbook; there 

would be no object in giving him such a title if it only meant 

copytst. [Contrast NIKEL, of. ce¢., p. 162, n. 2; see also zézd., p. 23.] 

According to TORREY (of. cé¢., p. 58, n. 1; see also Journal of 

Biblical Literature, vol. 16, Boston 1897, p. 167, note 1) nyw has 

dropped out after #1 spy. 

[x21 corresponds to the Babyl. zammaré; see ZIMMERN, Beitr. 

sur babyl. Rel., p. 93 and cf. above, p. 60, 1. 24 and p. 56 of the 

paper cited below, p. 67, n. %. — P. H.] 

M jn3 (for jn3im), Babyl. /axinatanu; (cf. Babyl. Jéxvilakim and 

Jaxilunu, which, according to NOLDEKE, correspond to Heb. 
p22im and 337im =z). — P. H] 
MM mn, Babyl. Zabdiza. 
A K*thib 3121, Babyl. Zzduidu. [See, however, OoRT, £7.] 
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tages Ezra $3dheBii— 

34 (5 ) Of the identity of the two persons there can be no doubt. In 

5) 

14) 

20 (C) oO) 

4 

7 

22%( ~« 4) 

S505 17) 

38; 4 (2 =.9) 

(- to) 

10-4) 

spite of the paleographic difficulties we must restore ‘snwi [to be 

pointed, perhaps, *3nv1. — P. H.] in the text of Ezra; see MEISSNER, 
ZAT 17,192; cf. also GES.-BUHL' s, v, [PEISER, KB 4, 304, No. iii; 

Ep. MEYER, /. Wellhausen und meine Schrift ‘Die Entstehung des 

Judenthums’ (Halle, 1897) p. 24; NIKEL, of. czt., p. 130, n. I. 

For Assyr. aSru ‘sanctuary’ see now DELITZSCH’s Assyr. Hand- 

worterbuch, p. 148. NIKEL, of. cit, p. 130, n. 2 shares my view 

that SWS means sanctuary. — P. H.] MARQUART (of. c7Z., p. 44) 

proposes SIA Palace. 
[For the interchange between 7 and 4 cf. below, p. 67, 1. 34. 9 ( 

52( 10) Cf. Crit. Notes on Judges, p. 66, note *. 

13 ( MM mpw asaww> is no manifest Parsism as ED. MEYER supposes; 

see FRANKEL, ZAT 19,179. Al aby md AY ASaAww> Sam 
stands for AQY I3aww Aw “TAM am. Cf SELLIN, 2,4, n. I. 
The fact that Babyl. zadénu ‘to give’ means also, in the trilingual 
Achzmenian inscriptions, ‘to make, to create’ seems to be due to 

the influence of the Old Persian original. Old Persian @ means 

not only ¢o give (didwui, Indo-European @) but also Zo make (ti®yw, 

Indo-Europ. dhé; cf. Sanskr. dhdtar ‘creator, Lat. condztor). Both 
Indo-Europ. dand df appear in Old Persian as @, see BARTHOLOMAE, 

Handbuch der altiranischen Dialekte (Leipzig, 1883) § 130. 

For the explanation of v. 16 cf NIKEL, of. cét., p. 106. — P. H.] 

WELLHAUSEN’s conjecture is endorsed by MARQUART, of. cit, 

p. 48; cf the following note ad 6,1. 

According to MARQUART, /.¢., we should read:— 8333 n°33: 933-9 
Maa Pana x HD 1. [C£ SELLIN, 2,8. 

For the partial assimilation of adjacent consonants cf Crit. Notes 

on Proverbs, p. 65, 1. 39. 

For 53d as an old causative of 52 cf note 107 of the paper cited 

below, p. 67, n. %. 

Since writing the above remarks I have noticed that BALL, 

in his Variorum Edition of the Apocrypha, states in his notes on 
1 Esdr. 6,24: “The writer seems to have read: and fire-offerings 

they carry (or perhaps, dying); a difference of points chiefly.” 

NIKEL, of. cz¢., p. 33 follows the old erroneous translation, render- 

ing seine Fundamente sollen aufgerichtet werden. 
For the Heb. cuézt see Crit. Notes on Numbers, p. 66, |. 4. — P. H.] 

) According to MARQUART, of. cét., p. 45 the first translator found 

rightly 775; xaivod, on the other hand, is translation of Al nan. 

MARQUART (p. 47) thinks that "31 Dany ands 7 8Tay? 1paw is per- 
haps the right reading rather than Al 33 smb mea nay) ypaw. 

For Al sow FOND... jnvn apy MARQUART (p. 47) reads, 
following 1 Esdr.6,29: — yD) n+ {stew AdNd ppd} jw AN), 
[] ys which he regards decidedly as the original text. 
According to TORREY (of. cz¢., p. 10) vv. 9 and Io are an inter- 
polation of the Chronicler, as appears from a comparison of 
Vv. 17; 7,17.22; 8,35 and from the use of the favorite nY3 ov. 

[bs zo pray possibly means originally fo roast (sacrificial meat); 

see note 106 of the paper cited below, p. 67, n. %. — P. H.] 

ToRREY (/. c.) thinks that all the latter part of this chapter, from 

the last clause of v. 14, is to be assigned to the Chronicler. 
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Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 107, 1. 25; PSBA 22,166. — P. H.]; 

MARQUART also endorses the reading 8307 for # 8177. 
nay2) occurs elsewhere only vv. 11.17 (My3}), and 7,12. It is usu- 

ally rendered and so forth (see ED. MEYER, of. cit., pp. 8 f.). 

TORREY says, however, in vol. 16 of the Journal of Biblical Liter- 

ature (Boston, 1897) p. 196, that there is no feat of modern lexic- 

al jugglery by which n3yd) can be made the equivalent of and 

so forth. According to TORREY n3y5 in this verse is plainly due 
to the blunder of a copyist, caused by the fact that the last clause 

of the verse is exactly like the last clause of v. 11. TORREY 

holds, with SIEGFRIED-STADE, that this word is only a variation 

of }¥>, and that it must mean avd now; it must be connected 

with what follows, and not with what precedes. He compares it 

to v2 Lal as for what follows, which is found in Arabic docu- 
ments of a formal character. The word should be isolated, thus: — 

Artaxerxes, king of kings, to Rehum and Shimshat and their 
companions, greeting! And now: — Your report has been care- 
fully read &c. TORREY compares a similar usage of Mny) in 2 K 

BOs. 10,25, vjaralso KGL, yOVve 2eMiacc: 1,6. [€7, above; pr-39; Lar, 

also Assyr. enznna-ma (HW 103°) ‘and now,’ lit. a¢ this time (enu 

‘time,’ masc. of nY, and azz ‘this,’ cf m3m, with enclitic -a; see 

Crit. Notes on Numbers p. 48, |. 44, and for azn, 7315, Crit. Notes 

on Proverbs, p. 33, l. 36). Cf also Hebrazca 1,251. 

For the form xin> see Hebraica 2,249; 13,122; cf. Beitr. z. Assyr. 

1,17, n. 20, and STRACK’s Grammar of Bibl. Aramaic, 1897, § 23, k. 

— P. H.] 

NOLDEKE says correctly that walls are neither sewed nor dug. 
FRANKEL (ZAT 19,180) suggests the Assyr. stem Nn (given in 

DELITZSCH’s HW 274? below) Zo throw down, with the derivative 

xa’ dtu which seems to denote a man who removes obstructions, 

clears away rubbish. The meaning would then be that the walls 
were newly built up from the foundation after the old foundations 

had been removed. [1w*n* 8:1 is correctly translated in KAUTZSCH’s 

Textbibel: und die Fundamente graben sie bereits aus; YON. is impf. 
Af‘el of nun Zo excavate (cf. L2s\), not Af‘el of pn (= pum). The 
regular form would be ium with virtually doubled n. Cf DALMAN’s 
Grammar, p. 276. Contrast SELLIN, 2, 20. 

For 055, n> instead of 359, jd, see Crit. Notes on Judges, p. 66; 
cf. SELLIN, 2,25, n. I. 

For ‘ps xb cf Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 51, l. 9. 

Aramaic forms like nwm correspond to the Assyr. Ittafal, z. ¢. the 
reflexive-passive stem of the Nif‘al (_\esol); cf DEL. § 84. The 
Aramaic Ettafal is not based on the Af‘el; contrast NOLDEKE, 

Syr. Gr.? §§ 159;174, E; 177, B? — P. H.] 

V. 24 is ascribed by TORREY (of. cé¢., p. 9) to the Chronicler; the 

reference in vy. 8-23 is to the building of the walls. The verse is a 

harmonistic patch to make the Aramaic narrative fit the Chronicler’s 
story. VAN HOONACKER (fest, p. 21, n. 2) says, v. 24 follows 

v. 5 directly, but the second member is from the Redactor. 

Mn, Babyl. Xaggd’a (x=; of. above, p. 59, |. 34). 
MA IaY NHB AR. Ina contract tablet (STRASSMAIER’s /aschriften 

Ea =e 

von Darius, Nos. 27.82) we have Ustdnu pixadt Babili u ebir Nart. 
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) cf. above, p. 30, 1.27; 7283 for TIN IN2 is evidently due to haplo- oo) eel Ge) 

40( 8) 

SAT ies mee) 

20 ( 4, 2) 

a7( 6) 

BIC) 

SEONG 2 3) 
49( 9) 

oHSodete Ezra $2cbeBie- 

graphy. — P. H.] 

VAN HOONACKER (Resfaur., p. 144) thinks the corruption 

came from taking Al m"83 as a Hebrew expression. He says the 
passage becomes clear as soon as we perceive that it is an 

Aramaic word, equivalent to Heb. 92; the meaning is then: — 

they established the altar on its bases; for a bamah was found 

above, erected by the care of the people of the lands. [Aramaic 

a> or sola, however, has ne connection with Heb. m3 (Assyr. 

baméati ‘heights’ DEL., HW 177°) but is a Greek loanword, = Bfjua, 

plur. Brwata, in Syriac: ee VAN HOONACKER’s 71°82 would 

be a spelling like Nnv°xa in 4,12. — P. H.] 

TorREY holds that 1 Esdr. 5,54f. has preserved the true reading 

both here and in v. 6, and that it would be better to alter M to 

correspond. 
[Not only nan but also the preceding m may be a gloss; ¢f Crit. 

Notes on Judges, p. 32, |. 45. 

For the K¢thib xb instead of the Q*ré 1b cf Crit. Notes on Pro- 
verbs, p. 62, 1. 5. The K*thib represents, of course, an intentional 

alteration; cf Crit. Notes on Isaiah, p. 88, |. 53. 
For Esarhaddon in this connection cf. NIKEL, p. 100. — P. H.] 
According to TORREY (of. cét., p. 5, n. 1) v. 6 is simply a historic- 

al patch inserted by the Chronicler to make the history con- 

tinuous, and also to account for the inactivity of the Jews. But 

would the Chronicler leave his work so disjointed? (see the article 

in HASTINGS’ Bible Dictionary, vol. 1, p. 823). V.7, says TORREY, 

was originally an introduction to the Rehum-Shimshai correspon- 

dence; as it now reads it is ‘of no possible use to anybody;’ 

vv. 8-11 present a ‘scene of the wildest confusion.’ TORREY (of. 

cit., p. 6; see also p. 49, n. 1; contrast SELLIN, 2,27.158) proposes 

to solve the problem by transposition, reading thus: 
IniyD Aw) Saw Nan odwallins~p ndnna wriwns msben) 7?.6 
OM | DAD SAWS “pyay spdwiy tim save Sy mame rams 8.72. 6° 

PNwIT SnD) wD D Toe SnwwinnK Vy ll ewBeDsP wow oyy Syn za.c 
NW) SDD wiwi Oyy bya DWV ys + (nan) Dyn») NYAS ANS 9 

Sy ST SIAN TON | TAD Vay Nes pw YT Mpa pane Ys Il pmnyaa. 8.2? 
smby indw "T SMN WA AIT rNID Nd SNwvNd owe 
gind py | noyoy code, mina way was Joy esxodp snewnnas Oy x2 

nay xobd 
WINCKLER (Alfor. Forsch., second series, vol. 2, part 1, whole 

number 11, p. 217) holds that Ahasuerus v. 6 and Artaxerxes 

vv.7-23 stand for Cambyses. He says also that this passage shows 

its late origin, belonging to the time when the hostility between 

Jews and Samaritans was so pronounced that the latter were the 

natural opponents of the rebuilding of the Temple. 
[NIKEL, of. cét., p. 134 considers ED, MEYER’s n’o15 for Al nis 
an acceptable conjecture. Cf also KAUTZSCH’s Textbibel. Con- 
trast SELLIN, 2,26, n. 1, and for M nbwa=G ev cipyvn, zdzd. p. 34. 

The e-vowel in opp bya is explained in Hebrazca, 1,228. — P. H.] 

According to MARQUART (Fundamente isr. u. jiid. Gesch., GOtt. ’97, 

p. 64) we should read 12:3 for Al S137; JT SIDA IDS is miswriting 

for N’DD1PN; for AL DIDS Nb we must read NMED X™DDY [cf 
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29,12 ( 2,61) 

28 (63) 

36 (65) 

39 (68) 

49 (69) 

30,29 (3, 3)° 
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BROWN-DRIVER-BRIGGS derive the name sbi from >y13 and give 

it the meaning wan of tron, but this derivation is rejected by 
NESTLE in the Am. Journal of Sem. Lang. and Lit., vol. 13 

(April, 1897) p. 173. NESTLE says, the Semitic languages do not 

like to form adjectives from nouns denoting material. In Gilead 
Arameans and Jews met together in early times; 11 therefore is 

a priort probably the Aramaic word for soz, and ‘>: the name of 

a person, place, or god. The stem 55t is rare in Hebrew (dn 
82b) Deut. 21,20; 95%) Rab Prov. 23,21, cf v. 20; mdi mYS Prov. 
28,7), but frequent in Aramaic, meaning /wruriouws, in a good or 

bad sense. [For ‘13 cf also WINCKLER’s Geschichte Israels, part 2 
(Leipzig 1900) p. 238. 

For the Persian title Snvan and the Babylonian term mmx, see 
NIKEL, of. céz., p. 81. 

For nvand1 os cf notes 52-61 of the paper cited below, p. 67, 
n. * and Hebraica 16,224 (July 1900). — P. H.] 

M nie: oie, because of its peculiar place among the 
animals enumerated, has been a trouble to many interpreters. GESs.- 

BUHLS rightly calls the passage obscure. Some scholars have 

proposed niipi ow, but HALEvy (Journal Asiatigue, Nov.-Dec. 
1899, Pp. 533) says that du//s and cows cannot be right because 

these animals could not be maintained on the journey across the 

desert. On the other hand, the Levitical singers (ani%», Assyr. 

szammare; cf. Aram. 8*19t Ezra 7,24) mentioned in vy. 41.70 cannot 

be meant for the reason that women were excluded from the 

ritual of the Temple. The words refer to a class of slaves kept 
by the rich to satisfy their taste for music. The nivi’ in the 
end usually became concubines. Aramaic m3n> concubine (Dan. 

5,2-3-23) seems to be connected with Arabic fee note, tune, song. 

Heb. nai [1. e. AAR, not AS 0 or Asie] partakes of ifs 

double conception. [Cf also NIKEL, p. 75; SELLIN, 2, 110. — P. H.] 
According to DRIVER, (J7tvod.®, p. 546), there is, in vv. 68.69%, an 

insertion in the text of the parallel passage Neh. 7,71, which shows 

marks of the compiler’s hands (e. g. 273nn, Tym, &c.). 

[Cf NIKEL, of. cét., p. 76. — P. H.] 

TORREY (of. cit¢., p. 12, n. 2) has proposed a reconstruction differ- 

ing considerably from the text adopted above, p. 4, ll. 4ff. He 

reads: — 333% IpInns andy ADSRI sD IN NINA ‘yD ody Ip 
myy voy yyy insino Sy man and some of the peoples of the land 
gathered themselves together against them; and when they per- 
ceived that they were come with hostile purpose, they withstood 

them, and built the altar in its place, and offered burnt-offerings 

thereon. He holds that most of the corruption arose from the 

confusion of 33.3, a favorite word of the Chronicler, and 133"; 

[cf. Crit. Notes on Proverbs, p. 54, |. 27, — P. H.] This recon- 

struction puts the clause they éuclt the altar in its place where it 

belongs. The Jews did not build the altar because the people 

came against them; the meaning must be that their coming did 

not stop the restoration of the altar. [If we adopt this reconstruc- 

tion of the text it would be better to read omby A<-N2 ANA 1D, 
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27,31 ( 2,10) MM 33, Babyl. Bdniia. This favors the text of Ezra as against 

II) 

12) 

17) 
29) 
35) 

33 (36-39) 

20 a7( 

42 

46) 

48) 
53) 

59) 

60) 

61) 

tS Ezra $8-cbeBHo 

4 33 in Neh. 7,15; cf above, p. 49, |. 20. 

Ml ‘23 (in pause), Babyl. 47d. 

The second element of the name 12» is the deity Gad (Is. 65, 11), 

thus showing the worship of this god during the Captivity (GRAY, 

op. cit., p. 145; cf. above, p. 58, 1. 44). 

#1 y2 (in pause), Babyl. Bed. 

iG INTKEU, 0p) C20, up 54 0-e ded 
The number here (Al 3,630) is too large; it varies in every text. 

6V in Neh. 7,38 reads 930. This place (Sevzaah) is otherwise un- 

known, and it is very unlikely that more people would be settled 
there (7/,;, of the whole number!) than at any other place. 

Verses 36-39 contain the list of priests. It is noteworthy that here 

the Ezra and Neh. lists agree exactly in names and numbers, and 

the several 6 texts show little variation. These facts excite sus- 
picion. The passage is probably much later than the text to 

which it is attached. 
GRAY (of. cit., p. 287) thinks # my1!0 is the same name as M10 
(Neh. 7, 43 “1p) but is not sure which is the original form. 
There are six lists of porters: — Ezr. 2,42; Neh. 7,45; 11,19; 

12,25; 1 Chr. 9,17; 26,1-14. The only names which are constant 

are nibw, jbdby, and spy. The other names are corrupt, and it is 
impossible to determine the original forms. 2b is derived by 
GRAY (of. ci¢., p. 90) from Aram. 098 ¢o oppress; py = Babyl. 
Agitbu, also Igubu [i. e. Egdbu, with e for a after initial py; see 
Haupt, Zhe Assyrian E-vowel (Baltimore, 1887), p. 26, 10; of 

DELITZSCH’s Assyr. Gr. § 34,7. Babyl. Zgudu, however, might 
also represent the name 3py:; cf Assyr. ekul = 42xi, za°kul; 

Haupt, Sumer. Familiengesetze (Leipzig, 1879) p. 67; E-vowel, 
p. 26, 9; cf DEL. § 32,¥; § 103. For names like spy" alongside 

of apy — 093 and va Kc.) see Beitr. zur Thee i 
170, n. ff. For apy = Agibi cf. AY he-goat = Assyr. atiidu, Arab. 

dns. — P. H.] 

M jan, cf. Babyl. Yanana’, i. e. Xanand; see Hebraica 7,149 (x= -¢; 

see Beitr. z g. Assyr. 1,255; cf. below, p. 62, 1. 50; p. 64, 1. 51, &c.), 

M siip3, Babyl. Nigidu. 
#M oipra is according to HILPRECHT and CLAY, of. cit., p. 27, 
n. 1 identical with opi. [EUTING, all, 861; f D. H. MULLER, 
Epigraphische Denkmaler aus Arabien, Vienna ’89, p. 51] and the 
Assyrian Bargisu. The second element of this name is the god 

Dip (cf BATHGEN, Beztr. zur semit. Rel. p. 11). The first element 

is possibly not the Aramean word for som (GRAY, of. cit., p. 68, 

n. 2), but the god Bir; (cf. Assyr. Bir-Dadda (Hebraica 1,224; KB 

2,216, col. viii, 1. 2), Heb. 153 in the Book of Job (ZK 2,177). 
Ml a> may be identical with the Assyr. gzriibit eld (HW 595») 

generally written 4zridi (cf. kirib = 3p, HW 594; see JENSEN’s 

Kosmologie, p. 517. — P. H.] 
yas (Neh. 7,61 ji), Babyl. Addénu, which is the name of a place 

in Babylonia, but probably named after a person, [C/ NIKEL, 
op. cit., p. 10, n. 2. — P. H.] 
MM maw, Babyl. 7ddiza. 

[GL’s rendering means ¢hose who laid claim to the priesthood, who 

claimed to belong to the priests. — P. H.] 
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Documents of Murashii Sons, edited by H. V. HILPRECHT and 
A. T. Ciay, Philadelphia, 1898, wherever an identification has 

been indicated in the lists given in that volume. The name Ay\nip 

is, of course, not Babylonian, but Persian. 

1a! is rightly explained as a Persian word. Its prototype appears 

in Babylonian contracts as ganzabaru; cf. PEISER, ZAT 17,347. 

[Even if we had ww in Babylonian we might expect ww in Hebrew; 

of. p. 31, 1. 24. BY = Sas, Sa’as, Sauas, Samas. — P. H.] 
MASPERO in his Passing of the Empires (p. 663, note) accepts 
VAN HOONACKER’s explanation of 44 asave = Samas-bal-ugur (cf. 
also NOWACK’s Commentary on the Minor Prophets (Gottingen, 

1897) p. 302; SELLIN, 2, 35, n.1;cf1,239.279], while WINCKLER, A/for. 

Forschungen, second series, vol.2, partt (whole number 11, Leipzig, 

1899) p. 223, n. I endorses ED. MEYER’s identification of 73838 

1 Chr. 3,18 and yaw (see also below, p. 69, |. 21). [NIKEL, of. czz., 

p. 48 says that, from the philological point of view, it is preferable 

to explain waiww = Samas-bal-ucur although, in point of fact, the 

identification of WS2Y¥w and “7¥83iw is undoubtedly very attractive. 

ypD> amb means doth gold and silver; 5-5 = sive-sive; see the 

paper cited above, p. 25, 1.15 and Crit. Notes on Numbers, p.63, l. 4. 

NIKEL, of. cit., p. 43 says that the number 5400 should be correct- 

ed to 5469 following 1 Esdr. 2,14; cf OORT, Emend. — P. H.] 

baat is explained by VAN HOONACKER in his Nouvelles Etudes 
sur la Restauration Juive (1896, p. 94), as meaning Down with 

Babylon! He gets this sense (which KOSTERS rejects) from the 
Aramaic 3%} [= Assyr. zardbu ‘to oppress, zurub libbi = aX, 133); 
DELITzscH, HW 263%. — P. H.]. The name would then carry an 

imprecation against Babylon. LAGARDE (Vominalbild., p. 53), 

on the other hand, thinks that 9239) may be a Babylonian name. 
[According to NIKEL, of. cz¢., p. 46, n. 2, Zerubbabel is a genuine 

Babylonian name, = sev-Babizz ‘offspring of Babylon.’ He en- 

dorses the view that Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel are two different 

persons. For SELLIN’s hypothesis concerning Zerubbabel see Crit. 

Notes on Isaiah, p. 199, ll. 17ff.; cf NIKEL, of. cé¢., p. 142. See now 

also SELLIN’s Studien zur Entstehungsgeschichte der Jiidischen Ge- 

meinde nach dem babylon. E-xil, especially vol. 2 (Leipzig, 1901). 

For the e of yw instead of the o in win see Crit. Notes on 

Chronicles, p. 80, 1. 45; contrast above, I. 7. 

AM wha may be = Babyl. Be/sunu (‘their lord’), — P. H1] 

M3719 (or, according to BAR, ‘2778, 6 Mapdoxaics), Babyl. AZar- 

duk-a [7.e., probably, Mardukd)]. GRAV (Expos. Times, Feb. 1899) 

holds that this name is connected with Marduk, and shows that 

foreign gods were worshiped during the Exile. 
For Al 12D» see below, p. 69, 1. 13. 

41 95 is explained by HALEvy as a compound of "3728. This 

is rightly rejected by GRAY (Heb. Proper Names, p. 24, note). 

[Cf NIKEL, of. cit., p. 80. — P. H.] 

That the text is in disorder is plain; whether the slight emendation 
adopted above, p. 1, 1. 28 is sufficient is not certain. The best 6 

texts (GVS) | 1 before ax in Neh. 7,11. Either a number has 

dropped out after yw, or else 181 pw"'395 is a gloss. The corruption 

must be an early one as 6 testifies to the present text. 
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stated as follows. He denies that we have any genuine Memoirs of Ezra at all; 

he concedes to Nehemiah: Neh. 1,1-2,6; 2,9>-20; 3,33; 3,3428-5, 132; 5, 13>8- 
6,19. The sections Ezra 4,9°; 4,10-23; 5,1-6,8; 6,11-14>8 he regards as ex- 
cerpts from an Aramaic source composed in the closing part of the fourth cen- 

tury B. Cc. All the rest he assigns to the Chronicler. 

His conclusions as to the historical value of the Book, which are more rad- 

ical than those of most other recent critics, will be discussed in the Notes to the 

English Translation. [C/ also JOHANNES GEISSLER, Dee literarischen Beziehungen 

der Ezramemotren, insbesondere zur Chronik und den hexateuchischen Quellen- 

schriften, Chemnitz, 1899 (/ahresbericht des stadtischen Realgymnasiums) and 

JOHANNES NIKEL, Die Wiederherstellung des judischen Gemetnwesens nach dem 
babylonischen E-xil, Freiburg i. B., 1900. The last three pages of the introduction 

to this work (pp. xiili-xv) contain a useful bibliography of recent publications 

dealing with the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah. See also KLOSTERMANN’s article 

in HERZOG-HAUCK’s RES, 5, 500-523 (1898) and CHEYNE- BLACK’s Encyclopedia 

Biblica, 1478-1494 (1901); cf. below, p. 58, 1. 37. 

In the following Addenda the figures in the first column refer to the pages 
and lines of the Critical Notes in the present volume, while the numbers in 

parentheses (1,3 &c.) indicate the chapters and verses of the Masoretic Text. 

bad 
Wales HA Arddenda to Motes on Ezra. 
1h BI bS (QOS WANE 

25, 7( 1, 3) NIKEL, of. céz., p. 37 remarks that the words iy Yds ‘mY bear a 
genuine Babylonian tinge and read as though they were quoted 

from a Babylonian incantation or penitential psalm. — P. H.] 
11( 4) See also W. J. MOULTON’s paper Uber die Uberlieferung und 

den texthkritischen Werth des dritten Esrabuchs in STADE’s ZAT, 

1899, pp. 230f.,244 f. 

20 ( 6) See also MOULTON, /. ¢., pp. 231.245. 

Bil [wisn probably refers especially to the camels (2,67; cf. Neh. 7,69) 

while mama includes horses, asses, and mules (2,66.67); cf. Neh. 

2,12.14 and below, p. 60, 1. 21 (it is not likely that m»72 in Neh. 

2,12.14 refers to a horse; contrast NIKEL, of. czz., p. 188, 1. 9). 

In the cuneiform account of Assurbanipal’s Arabian campaign (KB 

2,224, 1. 36) the camels of the Arabs are called rukistsunu; see 

Hebraica 3,110. — P. H.] 

29(~—«*8):«CThere is an ellipsis in Al which is supplied in 1 Esdr. 2, 10: ézevéy- 
Kag d€ avTa Kopocg 6 Paoileds TlepoWv TapeédwKev adTa Midpiddty. 

See MOULTON, 7. ¢.,, p. 245. In Ezr. 8,26.33 tapedwxev stands 

for Ht 5pw. The text should probably read: — 75» wn ox 
nayp Sy m>pwy pap. Cf SCHRADER’s KAT?, p. 141, 1. 32. 
4 nvine, Babyl. Witradatu; cf. also Ezr.4,7. Several of the 

names mentioned in the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah have been 

found on cuneiform tablets, especially on the Babylonian contract- 

tablets disinterred during the American excavations at Nippur, 

SE of Babylon, toward the end of May, 1893. All of the 730 

business-documents discovered are dated in the reign of Artaxer- 

xes I. (B. C. 464-424) and Darius II. (B. C. 423-405). Cf the notes 

on the English translation of Ezekiel, in The Polychrome Bible, 

p- 93, |. 34. The names have been selected from the Auszness 
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; (Addenda. 

4 HE CRITICAL NOTES on the Hebrew text of Ezra-Nehemiah 

1S? oY (pp. 25-55) as well as the Hebrew text (pp. 1-24) were printed 

‘in the autumn of 1896 (cf. p. 26, 1. 40), but unforeseen circum- 

stances beyond the control of the editor and publisher made it 5 

ynecessary to reprint the Hebrew text. This delayed the publi- 

YE cation of the volume. Professor GUTHE having found it impos- 

1 ¢ t } sible to make any additions, owing to the pressure of other work, 

! ! 

WN 

q7 

Ya 

the Rev. L. W. BATTEN, PH. D., Rector of St. Mark’s Church, 

New York, formerly Professor of Hebrew in the Protestant Epis- 10 

copal Divinity School, Philadelphia, who is preparing a commentary on the 

Books of Ezra and Nehemiah for The International Critical Commentary, kindly 

consented to append, with Professor GUTHE’s approval, a number of Addenda, 

especially references to the recent works on Ezra-Nehemiah, which appeared 

after Professor GUTHE’s Notes were in type. A few copies of the first edition 

were distributed in 1896 so that Professor BUHL was able to refer to the work 

in the 13 edition of GESENIUS’ Hebrew Lexicon issued at the beginning of 

1899 (e. g. op. cit., p. 699" s. v. MM¥; p. 906" 5. v. WN; p. 9079 s. VU. RIWR; p. 927% 
s.v. 53D; p. 9375 s. v. Ww; p. x, ad p. 166, &c.). Cf also Professor GUTHE’s 
references in the notes to his translation of 1 Esdras in KAUTZSCH’s Afo- 20 
kryphen und Pseudepigraphen des AT (Freiburg i. B., 1900), p. 6, note a; p. 11, 

note c. — P. H. a 
“OF 

a 

ITHIN the last few years there has been a great deal of discussion 

\) \ about the Books of Ezra and Nehemiah, and some important contribu- 

tions have been made; but, for the most part, these deal very little with the 

text, being chiefly concerned with the structure and the value-of the Books asa 

historical source. 30 

With regard to these points Professor CHARLES C. TORREY, of Yale Univer- 
sity, New Haven, has published his conclusions in a pamphlet entitled Zhe Com- 

position and Hrstorical Value of Ezra-Nehemiah (No. 2 of the Bethefte zur 
Zeitschrift fiir die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, edited by Professor STADE) 

Giessen, 1896. TORREY’s emendations of the text will be found in the Notes 35 

below. His conclusions in regard to the composition of the Book may be briefly 

_ 5 
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(18) 

(19) 

(26) 
(29) 

(30) 

12,40—13,30 —+08G984 WehemiaB o3spesiie- 55 

A statement as to what Nehemiah and his half of the officers did, has fallen 

out at the end of the verse. 

Insert } before 745w¥ on authority of 6; cf BAR. In v. 46, on the other hand, 

strike out the } before }D8 on the same authority. 

GV agrees with AY» 1bD3, but not with GL ev Piprdiw vouov Mwof = 's NWA DDS. 

As this expression is the rule in cc. 8ff., it is adopted here also. 
The singular #1 15’ justifies itself as a quotation from Deut. 23,5. © Kai €uio- 

QWoavtTo Dw. 

[Ep. MEYER, of. cz," p. 130, n. 2, remarks that we must point 4» Bedouins in- 

stead of Ml ay (G mac etriuixtoc, GL tov Aadv tov Avaueuryuevov). — P. H.} 

M's na nwa; but there were many chambers in the Temple; read, therefore, 

nowoa. Cf EWALp, Geschichte des Volkes Israel3, iii, 207. 

}3n2 with 3 is surprising; we should expect 5y ina. 

Insert } before 731257, following 6. 
GVL have év Tf avd otkov Tod 0.='NT Ma WMa. Change Ml ‘xm nva “W¥M3 ac- 

cordingly. 
Ml, contrary to the context, ninv5n; the reading of GL 16 yaZopuAdniov = m37n 

is confirmed by the context (v. 8). 

For 77318}, GSL have cai éveterkdunv= 7g}. Cf Neh. 7,2. 

The word 12 of Al, as also 1pm in v.20, is translated by 6 mp@oic. As 130 
nowhere else appears in the sense merchandise it is questionable whether, in 

this passage, it is not corrupted out of 1298. Yet the connection of the words in 

6 is different. 
For the K®thtb 3x5, the Qtré 35 has been adopted, giving the usual spelling. 

GVL have a fuller text than #1, vzz. iWverKkev et adtovdc 6 BEd¢ Huwy KUL EQ’ 

hudc; we should insert accordingly, it would seem, Gxdy)) omy, especially as 

the context favors it. 
The first 79s) disturbs the course of the address, and is also wanting in OV. 
It is a mistaken anticipation of the second m1}, and should be struck out. As 

to the custom, cf Neh. 7,3. 

Before xtar-x5, in the latter half, also, of the verse an Wk is attested by GVL 

WOTE LN KTA. 

GVL (6 Gedc) €ic Bactkea = 995; AL has only 72h. 
4H mama nn, beside the nbm following and the 73737 preceding is surprising. 

GV has the same, but GL thy diabyKnv TW tepewy Kat THY AeuitWv. This re- 

presents unquestionably the original text ppm} D057 m3. 

For Al inaxbia write tA2Nde, following GVL dviip we TO épyov avtod. 
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54 tee MehemiaB mpessice 12, 15—39 

Comparing v. 3, the reading of GL tH Mapiww0 = ni? would seem preferable 
to AL nid. 
The Qtré xiay> is probably right; 6S tw Addur= “ay, GL tw Adaia = may; but 

see v.21. . 

After }"395 the name of the head of a clan has dropped out, and, for mynd, 

we should read mNyn) (v.5). In GL tH Miauerv Maca, TH Maou Agedn at the 

reiterated Maowm,=7"NYM, Wy, is surprising, but possibly correct. 
For Al w>p BOHME, 7. ¢., p.8 proposes ‘>B. Or ‘wba? Che. g. IDI. 

For 4 bob read yoo asinv.7. Glv.7 Tadouia, v.20 Ladovat; GS Taddan. 
For #l ay GSL have Aped = 12y; it is hard to say which form is right. 

Al myt) beside v.19 myT, can hardly be right. 6S tw ‘ldciou=“y; cf v. 16 
GL tH ‘Qdovia = ANNA as in v.7. Read here, as in v.7, A. 

Instead of the indefinite expression in AI Ni28 ‘Ws, the definite Niaxm ‘WN is required. 
41 5y would seem to be a transcriptional error for 79. Cf. BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, 

pp. 330f. 
AM Ox tp7ja, but Kadmiel is nowhere made the father of Jeshua. GV xai vioi 
KadumdrA='p 333, GL kai ot viol avtod, KedumA='p 1233; this is misread, or 

miswritten, for ‘33 or "333. The latter form has been adopted in the text upon 

comparison with v.8 and 10,10. Cf also 8,7; 9,4. 

Connect the first three names of v.25 with v.24 on authority of Neh. 11,17; cf 2 

also v.9. The three names which follow, on the other hand, are to be taken as 

subject. The words on’ and omyw should be transposed, so that pnw 

may stand directly alongside its object 1p¥n. . 
GL év evppoovvyn kai dyaddidoel, ANHW|; Al Ann’). Perhaps Adaa Annwas? 
GL Kai ouvvixOnoav ot vioi Aeut, =) 332, shown to be correct by vv. 27 and 30. 

M thus agrees with v. 29> in regarding Levites and singers as identical. Still, 

Al would seem to be contracted from own 15 32, The Chronicler added 
aywn7, and > has dropped out. 

For & niaap 4D37}93 read " nj} DBq77h, following OL. 

For 4 nizdani read 739A nnsm, following v.38. See Kosrers, //et Herste// 

van Isracl, 1894, p. 39; German edition, p. 50. 

In the first half of v.35 the priest’s names are wanting. According to v. 41 we 

expect here also 7 priests; their names at present make up vv. 33 and 34, and 

should be taken up into v. 35%. The division of the verses is to be altered ac 

cordingly. 

For Sl "arya it would seem necessary to read “2t"j3, following 1 Chr. 9,15; 

NE. bE 17 (Ci ©) 

GL has not the name ‘59; it is certainly strange alongside of ‘553 (FeAwhan), 

If 559 be omitted, and Ezra not counted, the number of persons named in 

vv. 35 and 36 agrees with that in v. 42 (8). 

A verb of motion and a statement of place seem to have dropped out at the 

beginning of the verse. 

Strike out the 7 before n2dh; GL h devtépa emopeveto. Then read disp, 

following v.31. bind = Zo the opposite side. Further “Ww has fallen out in a, 

according to v. 32 it should run: nym “Ww oym. Other gaps are perceptible: we 

miss after nina a statement of the point on the wall where the second com- 

pany that gave thanks took its station, and a verb of motion on which the pre- 

positions following may depend, such as 339%. 

The last clause of v. 39 and vv. 4of. are wanting in GY, but appear in GF and 65 

It has been observed by StADE, Gesch., 11, 175, that these words do not suit the 

context; for according to that statement the second choir would have extended 

southward beyond the Temple. We are therefore inclined to consider the words 

MwAA Iwa Ay an incorrect doublet of the following words, 

wi 
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(9) 

11,7—12,14 HS MeBemiah o2<beeie- 53 

These verses also, when compared with the parallel text 1 Chr.9,7-9, show 

gaps and errors. Some clans are missing after v.7. The beginning of v.8 is 

absolutely disfigured. For wns read ns =6L oi ddeA*oi adtod; cf 1 Chr.9,6. 
9.13 and Neh.11,12.13.14. According to v.14, ‘bd ‘ag is a corruption of "123 

on. 
Al myispaya is rendered vidcg Aoava by GV, vidg Aoevva by GL. Evidently they 
had no other reading than that in Neh. 3,3 4 axzon. Cf Neh. 7,38 (Ezr. 2,35). 

The same name occurs in Al in two different pronunciations which are still un- 

known to 6. 
Strike out Al -}3 before 2, and insert 1 in its place, following 1 Chr.g,10. On 

the same authority, insert 1} also before }*3). 

Begin the verse with 3, following 1 Chr.9, II. 
For Ml mw Chr. reads my (cf Ezr.2,2 and Neh.7,7), but it would seem 

incorrectly; see BERTHEAU on 1 Chr.9, II. 

The same remark as that made on Neh. 7,52 applies to the monstrosity ‘DWy 

of Ml. 
For # ‘nk, cf Ezr. 10,15, mm, which in 1 Chr.g,12 has become un. 

For #l on ns) read yn), following 6 adekpoc avdtod. 
The end of the verse in 4, moytaay3, is very singular. GAL viog tTWv weydAwv. 

We expect a proper name, but Haggedolim means only the great ones, and is 

no proper name. 
For MM ‘na73, at the end of the verse, read "1787°337}), following 1 Chr. 9, 14. 

Cf. BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, p. 320. 
For # “arya read “12173, following 1 Chr.g,15; cf GL vids ZEXPEl. 

For M nbnna read mbann, following GL (4pxwv) Tod aivov. 
Completed on the basis of 1 Chr.9,17. Cf Ezr. 2,42; Neh. 7,45. 

Certainly intended as a transition to vv. 25-36, and hence to be placed between 

vv.24 and 25. Insert 1 before o:3755 and on, following GL. 

MM yam is unintelligible; replace with y233. 

Read 3 before #1 wana. 

GV agrees with Ml, while GL reads: Kai ex tWv Aeuvitwv mepides ev TH lovda Kat 

TW Beviauwy, ze. povads mums. Ep. MEYER (/.¢., p. 105) would read mn> 

poaad. It seems preferable, however, to leave Al in its present form. 

The names in vv. 1-6 are intimately related to those in Neh. 10,3-9. On this 

basis, a few emendations of lt have been undertaken; v. 3 019 for 0m; v.4 

jimaa for “iM33; v.5 MY for AMYM (GL Maaotac). 

For Al myt, which occurred before in v.6, read, perhaps, 1119. Cf Neh. 11,12; 
1Chr.9,12. GL ’Qdovuta¢g = m717, which is unknown as the name of a priestly clan. 

Ml niva is a monstrosity. Read niwn->y, following 6 emi twv EZEOMOAOYNOEWV ; 

cf. 1 Chr. 25 ,3. 
AL mypapas is not attested by GL: Kai lavar ot ddeApol abtwv dvexpovovto OTte- 

VaVvTL aVTM@Y ev Tac €pnuepiatc; it would seem to be an explanatory gloss deriv- 

ed from 11,17. In 6L lava is a doublet of &vexpovovto =o'y. Accordingly 

restore in v. 9: 'S"D'3)). 

The third 51m is wanting in good MSS and according to the Masorah. 
For yn of land all the Versions we should probably read 43m. For, in v. 22, 
we find j3n1 (cf v.23), and Josephus Az/zg. xi, 7,1 calls him ‘lwdvvnc. But 

doubts have been expressed as to the line of high-priests also. 

For # ond read onD7, following © ot iepeic. : 

For Al ‘39nd K*thib, 1%9d Q*ré, read qb); ci G tH Madovx. 
For Al maw) read mW, following GSL (Lexehiov, Lexevig). Cf vv.2f Ac 

cording to v.2, ¥yn would seem here to have dropped out. 
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special source. It applies to the document the plural designation oyainna7, while 

in v. 1 the singular o1nn7 is used. The interchange is like that of p~5D and 15D 

in Is. 37,14; 2Sam.11,14. [According to ED. MEYER, of. cét., p.135, n. 2, we 

must substitute the singular ninna 5y in v.2 for the plural ovainnn dy of Al; ae 

CHEYNE on Is. 37,14. — P. H.] With v. 29 the account of v. 1 is resumed, but 

it is remarkable that in v.1 the Levites stand before the priests, while the list 

itself places the priests before the Levites. Perhaps the list was enlarged also 

by the editor. Cf KosTErRs, Het Herstel/, p.78; German edition, p. 66. STADE, 

Gesch., i, 179, would separate only vv. 3-14. 

For # m328 we have in Neh. 12,3 and 1 Chr. 24,10 133%, which is probably 

correct. 

Strike out the 1 of 4 before viv, on the authority of 6. BAR does not give it 

in his text. 

For Al mv read maw, following GL Lexeviac, as mx338 occurs again in v. 13, 
and is there universally attested. 

For M min GV has Qdou1la=ANWA Ezr.2,40; see on Ezr.3,9. In v.14 M 

M7 (GV Qdoup, GA Qdova, GL Qdiac) occurs again. Perhaps in one place the 

Levite clan Judah is meant, Neh. 12,8. 

It is natural to compare the 44 names in vv. 15-28 with the names of the clans 

in Ezr.2 (Neh. 7), Ezr.8,2ff., and Neh. 3,1-32. Our attention is thus drawn to 

certain noteworthy phenomena, without our being able, however, to reach positive 

results. Thus ‘33 side by side with °33 in vv. 15f. is surprising. Elsewhere ‘33 oc- 

curs only as a Levitical name, Neh. 9, 4, in Sl, where, however, ‘133 is more probable. 

The vacillation between Lanz and Benuz occurs also in Ezr.2,10 and Neh. 7,15. 

It must remain undetermined whether we have a mere wavering of the tradition, 

or actually two clans of diverse name. The latter is quite possible. 
The name 7!358 is probably the equivalent of op'358 Ezr.2,13; Neh. 7,18, though 

it is true that the Versions do not confirm this conjecture. 
Ep. MEYER (/. ¢., p. 141) would read here, following Neh. 7,21; Ezr. 2, 16, mpin> Tox. 
K*thib *213= GL Nwfat; not otherwise known. Q‘ré ‘2.3 (according to BAR, 

p- 116, ‘3°3) likewise unknown. According to Ezr.2,29; 7,33 probably {23. Eb. 

MEYER (JZ. ¢., p. 145) proposes to read /Voé and Nobat. 

The names 13» and }3n, 339 and j3n v.27, with m33n v.24, again do not appear 
to be quite certain. According to 6 we should read 733m in Ezr.2 and Neh.7 
also. Instead of one }3n we should, perhaps, read }3n or y33n, following Neh. 3, 13. 

Insert, on the authority of 6, the conjunction 1 before nba, before anywa, before 

own, before n3.n37, and before }'29 at the end of the verse. 

BAR’s reading 8, for XW, is certainly preferable. Cf Deut.15,2; Neh.5,7. 

Insert 1 before oY>7: G Kai ot Aevitar. 
Between vv. 36 and 37 the division of verses has been altered to fit the sense. 

Verses 1.2 are a fragment from some other connection. 

For the second 338: of MM, after N717., read 328%, following GL Kai katWKnoav 

KTH. 

This verse should go with v. 4; the number of the Perezites with Perez. It has 

therefore been transposed. 
For ‘35¢a we should probably pronounce ‘25W2, following Num. 26,20. Strangely 

enough, the same reading of the consonants is found also in 1 Chr.9,5. 

After v.5 we miss a number of data which well-known analogies lead us to 

expect: first, the number of the Shelanites, corresponding to the number of the 

descendants of Perez; then, the third Judean clan Zerah, which also dwelt, ac- 

cording to 1 Chr.9,6, in post-Exilic Jerusalem. These gaps are indicated in the 

text, and in part supplied by the use of 1 Chr. 9,6. 
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quite foreign to his Book, it must be assumed that he had no other reading in 
his original than that reproduced in his translation. We should, therefore, re- 

gard i mpm as an explanatory gloss (cf O. F. FRITZSCHE, Handbuch zu den 

Apocryphen, Vol. i, 1851, p. 7). The other variants in 1 Esdr.g,49f. are shown 

to be errors by the end of v.10 and v.11 in SM. 

For At on read ma O77, following 1 Esdr.9,50  huépa attn. 

Read 1198") (GL «ai eimov) for the sing. 18) in #4. Contrast STADE, Gesch., i, 177. 

Read pnam, following GL; strike out, on the other hand, the 1 before Sawin), 

following 6. 

The names in vv.4 and 5 are only partially correct in the tradition, Al has 
eight names in each verse, GV 4 and 2, 6! Gand 8. Three times ‘33 (133, °33, °33, 

also ‘32 6). V.4 maa, v. 5 manvn and missy (m32¥?). Comparison with 6 
would add some further variants. Probably the round number seve was origi- 

nally intended here as in 8,7. 
For Ml pas read 3375s, following 6 Kipiov tov Bedv Huwv. The attachment 

of the next clause by means of 1} comsecutivum is certainly to be preferred, cf 

1 Chr. 29,20; strike out the suffix of the second person in 4733, and for oi 

read annem. Cf GL xai evdoyeite TO dvoua Tig SENS TOD UTEpUpouLEvoU ETI 

TAVTOS Ev GYAUAAIGOEL Kal EV Giveoel. 

Before v. 6 insert NYY WN" on the authority of 6. Cfé BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, 282f. 

For 4 ‘oY read ‘pws. GL tov ovpavov Kai TOV OUP. T. OUP. 

4M ov793 is evidently a transcriptional error for D3N3; G év Avyomtw. 

Similarly the K*thib 39m 35 is a scribal error for om a9. Cf BAR and GINs- 

BURG, ad Joc. 

Strike out 1 before JVI M8 in AM; G mpwriZew avtoig thy oddv. 

#1 mAxD), it would seem, should be taken distributively; we conjecture, therefore, 

that the original text ran mNB> ANDD; cf GESENIUS-KAUTZSCH”®, § 123. 
Strike out the first pus Asi; cf GL. 

The first halfverse is relegated to the foot of the page as a gloss; the words 

were intended to bring out the fulfilment of the divine promise in y. 23, but 

they needlessly anticipate the contents of vv. 24f., and are wanting in GYSA, 

For AL ove read Frevin; G €F (€x tod) obpavod cov. 

For AL FIOI2 G has ev (toi) oiktipuots (Gov) = PIT 

kor jt Duwi we conjecture Ww, AS mle Bile 

Strike out Ml 02 after 38en; it is superfluous, even objecuonable, and unknown 

to OY. 

At the beginning of the verse read mms), following 6 Kai ov ev olktippoic KTh., 

and in agreement with the context. 
mim seems to have dropped out before WTS in 41; GL Kipre 6 Beds lopand, o 

Bed HuWY KTA, 

Insert 1 before Ww), as attested by 6. 

Here also 6 requires the conjunction } before 13¥ and 33.305. 
The end of the prayer seems to be wanting. The petition begins indeed in 
v. 32, but does not reach complete expression. We should expect Ezra to finish 
with supplication for the restoration of Israel. Cf KosTERS, Het ferstel/ v. 

Israel, 1894, p. 77; German edition, 1895, p. 65. 

To all appearance the word snvqnn has been added later, as it separates the 

proper name and the patronymic; it is also wanting in GV, but 6L has 6 Kai 

A®apacbac. SCHLATTER, 417 Topographie und Geschichte Palastinas, 1893, 

p. 405 ff., assumes a more extensive corruption of the text. 

The new introductory formula indicates that the list has been taken from a 
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For the changes here, see note on Ezr. 2,59. 

See note on Ezr, 2,61. 

For o'wmnns, see note on Ezr. 2,62. 

For owspa wipn of Ml, 1 Esdr. has only twv ayiwy=D'wIpmya; see the note on 

Ezr. 2,63. 

For the restoration of vv.66-69, see notes on Ezr.2,64-67. V.68 is omitted 

by good authorities on the text, and was not counted in the Masorah among 

the verses of the Book. See BAR’s edition, pp. 114f. 6 also varies in the trans- 

mission of this verse. Both Ezr.2,66 and 1 Esdr.5,42 bear witness that it be- 

longs to their list. Thus the closer relation of 1 Esdr,to Ezr. is here brought into 

strong relief. The verse certainly does not belong to the original contents of 

the list; probably the same is true of the similarly constructed v. 69. 

VV. 70-72 have an independent form of text as against Ezr.2,68f. and 1 Esdr. 

5,43f. As the editorial manipulation of the Chronicler is clearly apparent in 

Ezr.2,68f., Neh. 7,70-72 must be regarded as the older form. Here, again, 

I Esdr. ranges itself with Ezr. 2, not with Neh. 7. 

At the end of v.70 the text is corrupt. As nix’ wom, on account of its posi- 

tion, cannot refer to 'D nj3n3, the designation of the object which was to be 

enumerated would seem to have dropped out; according to BERTHEAU, it was 

perhaps 5.3 40>. 6 omits the statement. 

The first half of v.72 is wanting in GV, but that text can hardly be correct; 

the total in Ezr.2,68f. certainly seems to presuppose this third item. 

The text is altered in accordance with the note on Ezr.2,70. The second half 

of the verse is intimately connected with c. 8, and should be attached to it. See 

also zr: 3,1: 

1 Esdr.9,39 has tw tepel kai dvayvWotTn = BM 725; Al, on the other hand, 

wavers, calling Ezra now 15b7, now }737. Comparing Ezr. 7, it appears altogether 

probable that here, in the beginning of the narrative, Ezra should be introduced 

with his full title. Whether he was generally mentioned by this full title can no 

longer be made out with certainty. Cf vv. 2.4ff.9; 12,2.6; I Esdr.5,40.42.49. 

The number of those who stood beside Ezra at the reading of the Law varies 

in the tradition. #1 has 6 on the right, 7 on the left; GY 6 on the right, 4 on 

left; GL 7 on the right and 7 on the left; 1 Esdr.9,43 GY 7 on the right, 6 on 

the left; GL 7 on the right, and 7 on the left. Evidently, 7 on each side are in- 

tended. Hence add Ax}, following 6l. The last two names should be con- 

nected by }. 

Insert 17 after ‘dD, following G (61 adtds Hv etavw xTh.), and change MM mn 

INNDD3 to INMDD WN (G kai €yeveto Hvika KTh.). 

Strike out the } before Don, following 1 Esdr.9, 48. 

For Al '7 nina 1a read nbn nin 1Do3, following 6. 
For Al 3334 — wb KLOSTERMANN, /. ¢., p. 246 proposes to read: oiw) wp 

mavai Sow. 
Some (e. g. SMEND, Die Listen der Biicher Esra und Nehemia, 1881, p. 18) 

regard the words xnw nn Nin as a gloss. They can appeal for support of this 
view to 6V which has not these words, but in 1 Esdr.g,49 we have, nevertheless, 

Kai eitev Attapatn (A®apacbac)= xnvaAd vps. Thus sin meni would be the 

interpolated gloss (somewhat as in Gen.g,22 ‘28 om). But what, now, was the 

original form of the text? Since it is altogether improbable that the author of 

1 Esdr. would have omitted the proper name, but taken up the title; further, 
since he has regarded the word snvqnn as a proper name both in 9,49 and 

also in 5,40 (Neeutacg kai AtOapiac), and since historical considerations, for the 

sake of which he might have avoided speaking of Nehemiah, are elsewhere 
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For the meaningless K*thib x read the Qtré 1h). 

The imperative 178} refuses to adjust itself to the other clauses of the command. 

GV kai opynvovOwoayv, GL kai dopadiZéoOwoav, probably = 08}. The same con- 

sonants could also be pronounced 48%) or nN}. In Ml a * seems to have 
dropped out. The meaning here, according to 1K.6,10, would be /o do/¢ the 

doors, fasten them with bars. 

[For pu32 OAD |N=Zhe families were not large, see Johns Hopkins University 

Circulars, Vol. xiii, No. 114, July 1894, p. 108. — P. H.] 

The words mywerna ody wn 1D cannot be connected with one another in 

Hebrew. The same meaning is differently expressed in Ezr.8,1. 6V corre- 

sponds exactly: Bipdiov tig cuvodiac of aveBnoav év tpWTois. GL, on the other 

hand, smoothes out the objectionable element: BifAlov tis Yeveadoyiac THv 

avapavtwy év apxh. We must leave 4 in its present condition, and regard the 

words maws72 oym as a later addition. They were probably added by the 

Chronicler, who has inserted here the list which follows in vv. 6 ff. 

Insert 5239, following Ezr.2,1 and 1 Esdr. 5,7. 
For Al ona read aim, following Ezr.2,2 and 1 Esdr.5,8 Poewou; and after the 

name add pms, following 1 Esdr.5,8 twv tponyoupevwy avtWv. 

The remarks made on Ezr.2,5 apply to the numbers in wv. 8ff. 
Whether "333 or, as in Ezr. 2, 10, ‘33 be the true reading, must remain doubtful. 1 Esdr. 
5,12 Baver and Bavaia. Still, Bavov and Bovoui occur also in GVA Ezr. 2, 10. 

21) As to the addition after v.21, see on Ezr. 2, 16f. ( 
(22) 

(57) 

(59) 

The nWn ‘32 stand two or three places later in Ezr.2. See also the note on 

Ezr. 2,16. 

Insert after v.24: (Wy OW AX AW 33, in accordance with the remark on Ezr. 
2,18. Then let vv. 33-35 and v. 38 follow, — because these still speak of clans, 

but not of districts, — together with the expansions afforded by the parallel 

texts. See also the note on Ezr. 2, 19ff. 

Here begins the enumeration of geographical groups, recognizable by ‘W3x = 

oi €k in I Esdr.5,17ff. Insert, accordingly, for # ‘33, in vv. 25.36.37: ‘Wax. But 

j\yaa also is incorrect; for, according to its situation, this locality is not in place 

here, but at vv. 29f. According to 1 Esdr. 5,17 we should read 1n'3; cf Jos. 15,59; 

1 Chr.6,59 6. See note on Ezr. 2,20. 

Two districts are combined, which are separate in Ezr.2,21f., but without pro- 

ducing agreement in the total. 

For the gap after v. 29, see note on Ezr. 2,25f. 

As to the addition after this verse, see note on Ezr. 2, 34f. 

See note on Ezr. 2, 36. 

The verse has been altered on the basis of 1 Esdr. 5 , 26, viot "Inood eig Kodonhou 

Kal Bavvou kai Loudiov (and Ezr. 2, 40). 

In vv. 46-56 Neh. 7 has three names less than Ezr.2; as these are also attested 

by 1 Esdr. 5,30f. they are here supplied. For the gaps noted besides these, see 
note on Ezr. 2, 44 ff. 

dil p‘Dwib3 is an impossible spelling. According to Ezr.2,50 (0'0.D3) the only 
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question can be as to the interchange of d and w; the double designation of 45 

the sibilant is an oversight. Cf ‘owny Neh.11,13; o50w1a Am.5,11, and see 

BLEEK-WELLHAUSEN, Lin/eitung®, p. 585. The name of this family is preserved 

to us on an ancient seal in the British Museum in the form Vefés? or Wefisi. 
See Revue Archéologigue, xvii (1891), p. 109. 
The name n™5d, on the authority of Ezr.2,55 and 1 Esdr.5,33 (Acoagew6), 

has been given as npba. 

Following 1 Esdr.5,34 we must assume a considerable gap; see note on Ezr. 

2ecr: 
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yards no longer belong to the persons in question, and that, consequently, they 

are certainly no longer in condition to borrow money on these their lost posses- 

sions; the lot which threatened them was nothing else than slavery. He there- 

fore proposes, reasonably as it would seem, to strike out the two words. 

At the end of the verse, GVL give toicg évtivoig—onnd, the true reading; for it 5 

is against these that Nehemiah brings reproaches in v. 7. 

Strike out the & in Al oNxw3. The word in question is the verb n¥3, and the 

plural of its participle 7¥3 can only be oW3; cf vv. 10.11, and see BOHME, 7. ¢., 

ps 21. 

Strike out the \ in 188", and read 1k}, as the Qfré requires. 10 

For @ nxipi read nsvins Deut. 24,10 (GEIGER, Zeztschr. fiir jid. Theol., viii, 227). 

Ml ond is an impossible form. It should be either 7md or onnd. G cic Upyovta 

auTwy = Onn. 

ans is unintelligible. We might conjecture 108) (Num.5,26) and afterward, 

following 61 xai €oxatov. But J gives a better interpretation in guwotidie; read 15 

accordingly Ins of); cf v.18. 
KEIL attempts to retain Al’s expression }'~923 by the rendering of all sorts of 
wine. But has not a word fallen out after 55, which designated the place or the 

mode of distribution? Or is GL right with kai did d€ka Nuepwv oivov Tavti TH 

TANGEt (Tavti tw Aaw)? The latter would be aym-92> yx or mvs 955, following 2 
2 Chr. 30,18. 

5) (e) 

GVL begin the verse Kai hv yeypauuevov ev ath; hence read 33n>) for AL 3yn>. 

At the end of the verse strike out 78m oO%273; the words are wanting in 6, 

and break the thread of the letter. 25 

The end of the verse runs in GV? 6t1 Epxovtai vuKtdc Movedoat oe, and in GL 

OTL EPXOVTAL Povevout Ge vUKTS* EpxovTat AtoxKTeival oe. Thus no trace appears 

of a} before 75%. The 1 in A@lshould be struck out, and the first sentence ended 
with 79°5. BOHME, /. c., has called attention to the fact that, elsewhere also, 
Nehemiah is in the habit of placing 75*5 at the end of the sentence. Cf Neh. 30 

2a QT sells 

Point WxX5, not wx (VAN DER HOOGHT). The 77 is the interrogative par- 

ticle. So BAR and GINSBURG. 

The beginning of the verse defies all interpretation, and is evidently corrupt. 

BERTHEAU and KEIL, it is true, assert that the first jy) means on ¢his account, 35 

but neither has given any proof. It is not hard to recognize in the present words 

jyo? Nim Nw yyn> i2w, at the end of v. 12 and in the beginning of v. 13, a ditto- 

graphy based upon the group of letters }yo> inmay, z. 2. jadsamma’. Strike out, 
accordingly, sim 32 yyn5 at the beginning of v.13. It is another question, of 

course, whether, with that, we have obtained the original text. 61 kai Twfiac 4o 

kal Davapadat euicbWoavto avtév, Stws MopyOeic Toujow KTA. leads to the same 

wording as that above restored; GV, on the other hand, has Kai Twfia Kai 

Lavapahhat euioOWoavto 3é” eue dxdov, StWS MoPNnOeW Kai ToUjoW KT. 

The last clause of the verse should be connected by } with what precedes: n1738); 
OVL kai emiotoAds KTA. 45 

The gatekeepers (A™YW) are quite in place, but it is impossible to see why the 

singers and Levites should have been appointed by Nehemiah just after the 50 
completion of the building of the wall. The words 03m) a=w7) are therefore 

a later addition to the original text, based on the idea that it is the Temple 

which is here being spoken of. 
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clause following, and conceive it as an addition to the subject contained in 
yawn. The meaning would then be: Of whatever place ye may be. But this 

addition, couched thus in general terms, does not correspond to the definite ex- 

pression of the words following (in particular 33°9y). 6V translates kai €imooav 

huiv, AvaBatvovow ex tavtwy THV TOTWY e*~ Huds; GL «ai eitov huiv, Avapai- 

vouow ek tdvtwv Thy ToTWV STE EEOTPEWaTE POG Hudc. To make dvafai- 

vouolv = DY WWyY seems impossible. The only remaining alternative is to sup- 

pose that 6 read a %5p in the text, with which nimppa-2>9 would readily con- 

nect. 
The difficulties of v.7 are not small. BERTHEAU misses the object of the first 
3’)Ps8}, and proposes, instead of ntmnAY which is hard to interpret, to read 

niavinis or nizawn, in 2 Chr. 26,15 = catapult. Accordingly he translates: so J set 
up de ofensit ye engines in the place behind the wall, tn protected spots. But, apart 

from the arbitrary conjecture, it cannot well be said that the sentence is intelli- 

gible. According to the connection > nnn, > nom» the phrase > nvANA must 
mean points situated beneath another place, lower than it. In our view, according 

to well-known usage, }® signifies simply the A/ace at (or upon) which something 

zs. By the plural with 5 following, which on its part is connected with the sin- 
gular, the expression is given a distributive sense: at points which were each 

time lower than the spot in question (that on which they were to work?), behind 

the wall, ze. ownms2. This word seems intended to determine more exactly 

the preceding general statement; every reader at the time must have known at 

once what was meant by it. To-day we can no longer tell; perhaps, also, the 

text has not been correctly transmitted. 6 has in place of it €v toig oKetevoic 

=in sheltered places (such as cave-like hiding places). 6% xai €otnoav Umoxd- 

TWOEV TOU TOTOU eEOTIIONEV TOU TElyoUG Ev TOIc AvaTeTTTAaMEVOIC; a doublet. We 

should, perhaps, read nna, Jud.9,49; 1S.13,6, of EUTING, Wabat. Inschr. 

(1885), pp. 54f. (No. 15, Il. 4.5). 

For Al ys} read Hy, following GSL éotnoav. 
Hl DIPS) NI) is unintelligible. GL has after DIIaH Kai WpKioa avTOUS Kupiov 

héywv, Tod Gc00 huwv tod peydAou x. mop. This looks like a doublet of the 

beginning of the verse = DY'AWNI; cf 5, 12. 
After "358 there has dropped out 32798; GV tod Geo huwv Tod peydAou Kal 

popepod, GL Kipiov A€ywv tod GEod Huwv tod ey. kK. pop. Cf 9,32; Deut. 7,21. 

For the K*thib 33¥3) read the Q*ré 343}. 
The } before o'775 injures the sense, and should be struck out in spite of its 
attestation in 6. On the other hand, a1 is wanting before 0°3325, where 6 also 

translates one. 

The end of the verse should extend over the first two words of v.11, which 

in 6 are still rightly included within it. Cf BOHME, Z. ¢., pp. 17f. 

The singular n¥y is required by the preceding $13, which has to be in the singu- 

lar as explicative of nns3. 

G xai 6 Ged Huw gives evidence of a 1 before 33.78. 

The end of the verse in Al is unintelligible. Instead of discussing the various 

conjectures (i732 or 13.90 for DYm) it seems better to make use of the text given 

by GL: xai &vdpa dv GméotEdAov ei TO BdwP, Avijp Kai StAOV adTOd Eig TO VOWP 

=pipanoy indwi ws ovo-by indy wy wes). Instead of the perfect in?v we might 
also conjecture the participle nn>w used in Aramaizing fashion. 

For os. HOUBIGANT (1753) had already conjectured mayy, following v.3. C7 

BOuME, Z. c., pp. 19f. 

The words 339733 sant’ of Al cannot be connected with 3349. BOHME, Zc. pp. 

20f., has called attention to the fact that according to v.5 the fields and vine- 
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(35) 

(36) 

4 @) 

(2) 

(3) 

(6) 

46 —tsSocett WeBemiaB 22<reeio- 3,354.6 

Mowv adtwv; — GL-+ 2xai eimev evWwtiov tTHV GdSeAqwv Eautod Kai th¢ duvd- 

wews Lauapetac Kai eitev, Tt ot lovdaior ot ovdauIVOi odTOL TOLODOIY 

61 oikodouovo1 trv éautwv TdAw; 3Kkai Twhlac 6 Auuavitns exdueva adtod 

HhOev: tkal eittov mpdc avTovs, Mh Kataheiwouev avUTOUG, Apa Bucidoovow, 

apa duvioovtar Kal Ei ONMEPOV iddovVTaLTOVG AlLP0UG LETH TO TEVEO- 

Oar ys xVua KavOEvtac kai TO TEtxoS EuTTETPNHOMEVOY; kai Twhtac 

6 Auuwvitnyns Av €xoueva avtod kai eime TPOC aUTOVG, Kaiye avToi 

oikodouovol Kai PBvOIdZovOlV 7 MPdyovta Emi ToD TATOU aUTWV; OvXi Edv 

dvaBh GAWnNE, Kabekel TO TEixXog THY AiObWv avTwv; The relation of these two 

versions to one another and to 4il is very instructive for the character of the 

Lucianic text. The underlying identity of the Greek is plainly recognizable, but 

so also, at the same time, is the working over which 6) has undergone, by 

means of alterations and additions based on the Hebrew text. The opening in 
6L has been changed on the basis of #1. Nevertheless, the double 18" in 4 is 

very awkward, and certainly not original. 

Other doubts suggest themselves. The first sentence of Sanballat in #1 sounds 

very empty; moreover, can one, in strictness, speak before the }i1»¥ Sn? According 

to GV, on the other hand, we get the significant sentence: DYNA “Dd Ww On mn 
oyycns (32') o 12 Abxa. The beginning of v.3 in G is not in the right place; 
it is therefore repeated by GL in its proper position. Kai €imav (eimov) mpdc 2 

éautous of 6VL corresponds, therefore, to the Hebrew clause ond yaryen, which is 

translated a second time in 6L by mw) Kxataketwouev avtovs. Beyond question, 

MM has here preserved the original text; the change of n> to ow>s) should be 
rejected. The sentence which follows in GV, My Buoidoovow H pdyovtar eri To 

tOTOU avTWV is confirmed by GL v. 5, kai OuoidZovow 7 Pdyovtai Ett Tod TOTO 

avTWY = DDIpa-oy NT mana. GL apa duvijoovTat= i999", Kal ei OfUEpov = ON} 

nv, are variants. The sentence which follows in Al occurs only in 61 v. 4, but 

is also confirmed by the end of v. 35 in Al (cf GV v.3, GL v.5). GL xdua (Ayin= 

MM) KavOEvTas Kal TO TElxog EuTreTTPNOUEVOV is a doublet. 

The opening should stand as in AL=G6L v.5. Tobiah’s speech is fully preserved 
in GL v. 5, obipa->y oDDk) Ona (Oia DATWS oa). In this form vv. 34.35 mutually 

confirm one another. It becomes at the same time apparent that Tobiah, while 

taking up the words of Sanballat, means to outdo them by a stroke of wit. 

For Ml nna 6 has eic wuKtnpioudv = 739, which is probably correct. 

Strike out Al oiawxM, following GV. They are mentioned nowhere else in this 

connection. The words o'3bym) a2 yM are also presumably an addition, either 

by the Chronicler, or as a later gloss; for Nehemiah nowhere else expresses 

himself in this way. 
For Ml m8 GVL have fh pur; read, accordingly, 7DN7. 

For the pronunciation D'¥123 no decisive reason is discoverable. BOHME, 

7. c., p. 18, has therefore proposed to pronounce o's157 (cf 6,1). 

For Al > read m5; Nehemiah speaks of Jerusalem in the feminine (2,17). GL tod 

TOUjOH AVTI}V AGpavf Kai Toifjoat uo. TAdvynoI is a doublet. The sentence is 

wanting in 6V. 
GL reads tpd¢ Kipiov tov Sedv hudv =a minm>y. The full expression is 

well adapted to the context. 6V, on the other hand, has only mpd¢ tov O¢€0v 

hudv = A. 
The words nipppn-25% are hard to connect in the present text of #1. BERTHEAU- 
RYSSEL, comparing the wording of Ezr. 1,4, connect the expression with the 

BPE 

‘+; The variants of this recension are distinguished by spaced type. 
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(20) 

(25) 

(26) 

(30) 

(34) 

3,10—34 SBE (MeBemiah 2s>esx- 45 

parallel to ppys7. GA Pwxeeiu is a mere transcript of the Hebrew oynp. (a'npr), 
6L lwaxew a variant of the same. Cf W. A. TH. BOHME, 7. c. 

Strike out the } before 333; 6LS read only xatévavti. 

For the ill-suited 'p ny) of Al read 121 19), following GV Kai Ewc mUpyou Tod va- 

Ooupelu. 

For Al nipwin read nipwyn, following v.14; 6 thc kotptac. 

GV avtoc «ai of viol avtToW = 133) N17, AL 4322: 817. But, in connection with what 
follows — GV xai éoxéracav (GL éotéyacav) avtiv Kal €otnoav KtA. — and upon 

comparison of v.15 GL, we should read: tay") 33990" 17322 NIT. CF also v. 13. 
A yy 55H saa° gi; but GL adtoc WKoddunoev avthv Kal €oteyaoev aUTHY 

kai €otnoe. Read, accordingly, Ty. 1395v" 333 NIT. The K°thib yy" is an 

oversight. 
For Al 2 GA has Bevar, GV Bedei, 64 Bava. Read 33, comparing with v. 24; 

Ezr. 3,93 Neh: 10: 10: 

6 translates nby, or mby if it so be read, like my in v.31f, by dvaBdoews. In 
both passages 6’s text seems to have had the same word. But ny alongside of 

pw3 is unintelligible, while my can be rendered, as in wv. 31f., upper chamber, 

room in a tower. Yet we should then be obliged to regard pwan also as a short 

expression for pw3an n*3. 
mana is dittography of the preceding word. The Versions have no knowledge 

of it. It should be struck out. 
The K&thib ‘nt, as against the Qtre ‘>t, is supported by the Versions and 

Ezr. 10, 28. 

pny wns seems to be wanting at the beginning of this verse, and p'nq after 
uns in the second half of the verse. 
The first half of this verse evidently gives a passing remark upon Ophel (cf 
11,21). But as Ophel is not mentioned before v. 27, the remark should not 

come until after that. The improper place of the notice confirms the impression 

made by its contents, that it was not a part of the original text. The second 

half of the verse, on the other hand, is the continuation of v.25». The division 

of the verses should be altered accordingly. 
The Q¢ré in vv. 30.31 8 (for “n¥) is confirmed by the Versions. 

For #38 m3 read mv mp, G wetpov devtepov. The preceding word wn 

can either be taken as referring to J2= ‘he sixth descendant, or connected with 

mw mip= the sixth a second portion, i. e., H. was the sixth, and undertook not 

one portion for building, but two. The latter, however, does not agree with the 

narrative in Neh.3, inasmuch as in v. 30 it mentions for the seventh time 

some one as having restored a second building section. As the first possibility 

also would be an entirely unparalleled and exceptional remark in this connection, 

the suspicion forces itself upon us that under the consonants ‘wwn lies a state- 

ment concerning the native place of this man. 
The compound ‘5 377}3 is entirely unintelligible; ‘“p1ym means neither ¢he gold- 
smith, nor belonging to the guild of the goldsmiths’ (BOHME, /. c.). 6 has tod 

Lapaer (Lepa@er). The article forbids the idea that it is a proper name, but 
perhaps ‘137 may designate the man who comes from nbq3; [cf MA, "3 &c., 

STADE, § 303, C; 8 antl, (Sra &c.; WRIGHT-DE GOEJE3, § 251. — P. H] 
3esides Sarepta referred to in 1 K.17,9f. cf the place of the same name not 

far from Jebna in Southern Palestine called to-day M48 pall e¢-Carafand. The 

context, to be sure, points to a goldsmith. 

G differs peculiarly. GV 2xai cimev evwmov TWY dep avTod, AdtTH h SUVaMIC 

LouopwWv, Str of “lovdaior obtor oikodomodow tiv EautTwv TdAW; 3Kai TwRiag 6 

Auuaveitns exdueva avtod AASev: Kal Eimav TpPdc EauTovs, Mi BvoidoovoWw 7 

pdyovta eri Tod Tétov adtWv; odxt AvaProetar GAWMNE Kai Kabedet TO TETXOC 
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¥ (5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(11) 

2 (1) 

(6) 

(13) 

(15) 

(7) 

(8) 

44 1,5—3,8 

MeBemiab. 

Al ton without the article is impossible. Read ‘9n7, following Neh.9g,32; 
Deut. 7,9. 

In the first double clause it is remarkable that first the singular and then the 

plural is employed. We expect uniformity in parallel clauses. In favor of the 

plural in the first clause we have 64 td Wtd Cov Tpoo€xovTa, and similarly, 2 Chr. 

6, 40 and w 130,2. Read, accordingly, Nap F318 (83) AMA. Yet GV supports 
the singular, and v.11 uses it also. The tradition of the text varied even in an- 
cient times; but, originally, the plural would seem to have been used in doch 

members, presumably in v. 11 also. 
M sudan San; the Masoretic pronunciation of these two words is obscure. 

Nothing can be made of the sense pledge, pledges, Ezek. 18,12.16. To construe 

or render 95m as zn/in. absol. would be ungrammatical. The most probable 

assumption seems to be that the vocalization depends on some Aramaism un- 
known to us. So far as we know, the Pi‘el (Pa‘el) of ban in Hebrew and Bibli- 

cal Aramaic means acé evzlly (Job 34, 31°), like nnv; hence W. A. TH. BOHME 

has suggested the pronunciation 332m Dan. Cf his paper Uber den Text des 
Buches Nehemiah, first half, (Programme of the JJarienstifts-Gymnasium, 

Stettin, 1871). [In Eccl. 5,5, on the other hand, we must read 23m instead of 

ban; so, too, in Is. 54,16, Sam instead of Al 92nd; see CHEYNE, ad Tae. Paki] 
For the second hemistich (al nov idyon ons) GV has Uueic Edv douvGethonte, GL 

é€av dudptynte wor vueic; hence PON oN. 

Compare the note on v. 6. 

6V has kai jv (otvoc), GL Kai Hv (6 oivoc)=y instead of My}. In view of the 

similar construction 1,1 }**} commends itself. 

Before Al navi. the article has dropped out. 6 h ka®nuevy Exoueva attod; read, 

accordingly, oy nawita. 
6V renders the raw of 4H by ouvtpipwv (év tw teixer), GL by katavowWv (toic 

teixeow). The latter, the only construction which makes sense, requires the 

pronunciation 12%, as read by BAR and GINSBURG. 

The clause n°yi1b 97 Ws is remarkable: (@) for the spelling 7 instead of oF; 

(6) for the masc. plur. used with reference to nbin. GV 6 avtol Kabaipodow = 

D’y1b oF Ws; but surely o7 cannot refer to persons not named at all in what 

precedes. 6L seems to confirm the passive construction of #1 with toig tetxeow 
.. TOIS KaTEOTIAOMEVOIG. For write Oo; cf BAR and GINSBURG. For the form 

of the sentence, cf GESENIUS-KAUTZSCH, § 138,b. The use of the participle 

reminds us of Aramaic (cf KAUTZSCH, Avam. Gramm., § 76; for the pronoun, 

§ 87, 3), and, perhaps, the masculine can be understood as being due to the 

writer’s having in mind the Aramaic word for wad/, which, according to Ezr. 

3,5.9, is masculine. In 1,3 we read n3ibp. KLOSTERMANN, J. ¢c., p. 256 pro- 
poses to read o'y75 nv aWs. 

For 2% read, with BAR and GINSBURG, “3¥, as in v. 13. 

[Ep. MEYER, Z. c., p. 108, n. I proposes to read Air Ppa wax? instead of Al 

MESO PylAI wax. — PH 

The name m‘n1n awakens suspicion both through its consonants and its vowels. 

6L Bapaxiov, S Ly», J Avaja. The original form of the name cannot be restor- 

ed. As the following word p‘D}¥ positively requires the article, the final 5 of 
this uncertain name has been connected with that word. 

A proper name seems to have dropped out after the second j3, for DMP is 
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(40) 

(44) 

10,19—44 —orsgodee Ezra 22abeStie- 43 

contained what was formerly the heading of the list vv. 18 ff. (335 Sw DwWaNn). 
For # pnw) read, with KUENEN, O4¥s8). See KUENEN-BUDDE, Gesammelte Ab- 

handlungen, 1894, Pp. 245. 

so>p sim is given by Al and all the Versions; still, it looks like a subsequent 

addition. The glossator was probably under the impression that m>p was an 

error for Ke/ita who is known as a Levite from Neh. 8,7; 10,11, while m>p does 

not occur anywhere else. 

After Al avs, 1 Esdr.g,24 6V adds Bdxxoupocg, GL kai Laxxoup, GL here «ai 

Zaxxoup, evidently = 831}. As the name cannot be explained as dittography of 

another near it, we must regard it, apparently, as an original element of the text. 

Gf Chris 2-10; Neh. 12535: Z 

It seems strange to meet the name 73D5p twice. 1 Esdr.g,26 GL substitutes in 

the second instance, 6L here in the first, Mixatag=m'2%9; perhaps correctly. 

The clan Bedaz is well known from Ezr.2,11 and Neh.7,16. But it should be 

noted that GL and 1 Esdr.9,29 GL give for it Boxxer=‘pa. The tradition ap- 

pears thus to have varied here just as in Ezr. 8,11. 

M >Oxw is a surprising name. 1 Esdr.9,30 GV has kai Aodndoc, GL Aooank = 
DNMwy. 

For Al mv (Q*ré ninn) read nin, following 1 Esdr. 9,30. 

For #f ‘333 read %3291 as in the preceding similar clauses, following GV and 2 

1 Esdr. 9,32 (GY). 
For At 5yisi the reading 5x4, following 6L Iwnd and 1 Esdr. 9,34 (GV) lovva, 

(GL) lovnA, is more correct. As to ‘33, see on v. 38. 

The end of v.35 and beginning of v.36 are hopelessly corrupt. 6V Xedke1a, 

GL Xedtacovup, 1 Esdr. 9,34 GV cai Avwc, Kapafaoewy, GL Xediacoufp, for which 

Al has ‘m9 or smd>! 
For At m3) GV has Ourexwa, GL Ovavia, 1 Esdr.g,34 GV kai EvdoeiBoc (end of 

v. 36 Ml). 
‘an and man side by side we must consider a doublet. GV Ma®avia, Mabavav® 

Kai €toinoav= Ml. GL has MaSGavia only; 1 Esdr.9,34 GV Kai Mautdvawoc, 

*Ediacetc; GL MasOavia. The end of the verse, too, is unintelligible. ’ 

According to 6 and 1 Esdr. 9,34, v.38 begins a new clan; hence, according to 

the usual opening, *3393; strike out the 1 that follows, and pronounce, like Ml, or 

with GL, "32. We cannot tell how the three possible pronunciations ‘33, %33, and 

33 are to be distributed between vv. 29.34 and 38. 

Again, the beginning of the verse would seem to be badly corrupted. 6V Ma- 

xadvapou, GL xai Nadafou; so, too, 1 Esdr.g,34 GL; but 1 Esdr.9,34 GV, Kai éx 

TWV vidv EZwpa =P ‘32198; of Neh. 10,18. Considering the helpless vacilla- 

tion of the tradition one may perhaps be permitted to build on this flimsy 

foundation. 
The end of the verse in fl is unintelligible. OV Kai éyévvnoav €F adTwWv viovc; 

OL ciol d€ €F avtWv TWY YUVaIKWY al eyévvnoav viols; both have made guesses 

at #1. Whether 1 Esdr. 9,36 kai &méAvoav attdg obv Texvoic really had a differ- 

ent text may be doubted (cf KOSTERS, Z. c., pp. 122f.; German edition, p. 102). 

However, a comparison of these words with Al leads to the conjecture: 

py) ows (DAXD or OF) indw), AL iw is perhaps a doublet of } n'W3. 
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42 —otSQrdetee Ezra $3cbeSie-- 9,7—10,17 

(7) According to the Greek authorities a1 should be inserted before 1339) and 

(8) 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
(6) 

(9) 

(12) 
(14) 

(16) 

(17) 

yy3mD, likewise before ‘23. 

For Al wads asPy yam, GV and GL have tod pwrtioa spOakuovd¢ huwy, omit- 

ting the word at which the reader stumbles. 1 Esdr.8,76 (kai) tod dvaxakvpor 

Mwothpa hwy év tH oikw tod Kuptou Aud = aaabs maa 3K‘ 879, shows 

itself to be the true reading by taking up the awkward apzds into the flow of 

the discourse. 

1 Esdr. 8,88 does not read >s1w%9, with Al and 6, but nbwin. This is certainly 

not the original reading; for 'w’ here means the exiles as in 8,25. 

The Q*ré od'y (2,31; 8,7) is preferable. 
The indefinite expression o'w3-b> in Al is evidently incorrect. Not merely the 

article is required, but some closer determination of what women are meant. 

GV mdoac tac yuvaikac, GL mdoag tag yuvaikag tag GAdoTpiac, 1 Esdr. 8,90 

mdoag Tac yuvaikas huwv tac €k TW GAdovyevwWv (GL-+ e€BvwWv); hence, at least, 

NV D3T WIND. 
The second half of v.3 in At :mwyy mnt wTdS niyoa oTINM oIIN Nysys is 

corrupt. The very mode in which the motives for action are set side by side 
awakens strong suspicion. By the pronunciation ‘58 for ‘308 (BERTHEAU, 

REuss, RAWLINSON) little improvement is made; we should surely expect the 

Law to come first, and afterwards the opinion of the devout, not wzce versa. OL 

agrees with #1. GV Wo Gv PobAn: avdotnOi Kai Popepioov avtovs Ev Eevtohaic 

Beod Huw, kal Ws 6 vouocg YevnOytTw. 1 Esdr. 8,90 We expiOn dor, Kai door TEWap- 

x oouory (GL rewWapxovot) tod vouou(GLtW vouw) tod Kupiou(GL dvaotdvres eitov 

Tpd0¢ "EZdpav). They agree, accordingly, on 4N¥¥3, and substantially on nis1 

ITS, approximately on ay1nn GV, and ovina. But to follow the reading of 6V 
is unadvisable, in view of v. 4. 1 Esdr. would yield: ods myo2 avn) Ayy2 

sips spk 3p. V.4 thus obtains a suitable introduction. 
M op; 1 Esdr.8,9 GV has dvaotdg émitékar, GL dvdota, émitehar= m>D Dip. 

Entirely suitable. 

For @ $5 read ondm, following 1 Esdr. 8,92 and 6L, 
The second 754 is meaningless. Read }24, following 1 Esdr.g,2 Kat avdrodeic 

éxel and $ (see BERTHEAU who follows CLERICUS). 
The last clause runs in GL: ét1 yap émévOei, in 1 Esdr.g,2: (Ett) TevOwWv UTEp 

TWv dvomdv THY HETAAWY TOD TAYPoUS=d>iT3an OVA Syp~by Dayne; ét1 = 6t1; et 
ydp in GL would seem to be a doublet. See also the note on 9, 4. 

For Al wana read wind, following 1 Esdr.g,5 and 6 tod unvdc. Here also the 

name of the month (Chislew) may have dropped out before sim in the same way 

as in 6,15 and 7,8. 

The Qré 71273 should be preferred to the K*thib 49345. 
M mya 1355 Wy is meaningless. 6 mepi Tod prywatog tovTou, 1 Esdr.g,13 GV tod 

Tpdyatos TOUTOU, GL epi tod Tpdyuatos ToUTOU= MIT 9279. 

The connection with v.15 is bad; presumably in consequence of an abbreviation 

by the Chronicler of the original account. 
The form 1573" is translated by 6V only, cai dieotdAnoav, but with the variant 

kal Gvdpec for Al ow x. According to the context, Ezra must appear as the 

agent. With that agrees 6L kai diéoteev "EZdpag and 1 Esdr. 9,16 Kai émede- 

Eato atm “Eopas = 19 33°) (BERTHEAU-RYSSEL). 
At the end of the verse read wi11) for the monstrosity wiq7). 

The article is indispensable before n'W3s; read, therefore, ow3axT-9D2, GL év raor 

Toig dvdpdot. But the original text perhaps read otherwise: 1 Esdr.g,17 Kai 

HxOn emi wépag Ta Kata Tos Gvdpac. H. E. RYLE (Ezra and Nehemiah, 139) 

and KoOsTERS, /.-c., p. 123 (German edition, p. 103) conjecture that in v.17 is 
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8 (29) 

(35) 
(36) 

Q (1) 

(4) 

(6) 

8,29—9,6 —oHSodeit Ezra 3dpebiie— 4I 

1 Esdr. 8,58 renders “&¥ in p’man “Ww by muddpxotc, and the “WY in max “wi 

by jyoupéevoic. The translator cannot possibly have read the same word in 

both cases, as we now do in 4. In the second passage he read ‘Ws. When 

this word is inserted, we obtain the usual expression. 

For A ninvdn read niow>s, following 6 and 1 Esdr. 8,58. 
In pure Hebrew the beginning of the verse would have to be apy. If we do 

not wish to change the text, we must regard the form transmitted by Al as a 

syntactical Aramaism. See a similar case in v. 36, 383}; so, too, in 3,8. Io. 

The final words of v. 34, 877 nya, are connected in 6V with v.35. Both form and 

content are in favor of this. 
Insert } before 5pwna, following 6 and 1 Esdr. 8,62. 

Instead of the aah nbyy read the plural nibty, follgwine © and 1 Esdr. 8 63; 

The Persian expression for satrap (4/shatrafawan) stands here alongside of the 

Aramaic-Hebrew mmp [Assyr. faxdtw]. Presumably the second expression is an 
ancient explanatory gloss on the first. Cfé Neh.2,9. The double expression lay 

even before the Greek translators. According to ED. MEYER, of. c7Z., p. 31, n. 3, 

however, the Assyro-Babylonian mn5 was the regular designation of the satraps 

even during the Persian period, but in the course of time it was gradually sup- 

planted by the Persian title £Ashatrapavan = \bVIwN; in that case Jonn a Twns 

would be a gloss on niinb, and not vice versa. 

On ix’3) see note to v. 30. 

In the enumeration of the various classes of the people from which mixed 
marriages had taken place 1 Esdr.8,66 adds oi &pxovteg =o. That these 

should really be included is proved by Al in v.2>. In that case we should not, 

of course, expect the same expression o 7 in v. 1°, 1Esdr.8,65 has there ot 

hroUuevor GV, or ot hyeudvec GL, which usually corresponds to the Hebrew 

ows. The difference would seem to be original. 
For omnayhs, 6 has 'yna, 1 Esdr. 8,66 GL ‘ym. This last connection is to be 

preferred, as omnSyhH readily connects with nisqs7 “ey by way of closer de- 

finition. 
In 1 Esdr. 8,66 ‘3697 and “bX are wanting from the list of alien peoples; in 

place of the latter, however, ‘#487 is given, which would seem to be correct. 
n’3307) ow strikes us as verbose; one of the two expressions is sufficient for 

the sense, and the Chronicler, in fact, in Neh. 12,32.38 (Gf v. 40) replaces the 

favorite expression of Nehemiah nv339 by nw. GV has merely kai xeip tWv dp- 

xovtwy, while GL and 1Esdr.8,67 reproduce two expressions. Presumably 

p’33p0 is the original, which the Chronicler has actually superseded in v.1 by 

own. 
1 Esdr. 8,69 has as end of the first half of the verse €uod (avtov) TevOodvTOS 

éml Th dvoula = oypn->y Dagny cay. Al mdiaa is certainly attested by 6 both here 
and in Ezr. 10,6, but 1 Esdr, 9,1 (= Ez. 10,6) again reads not ndian but 2127. 
However, as 1 Esdr.9,3f.15 is doubtless acquainted with the nbs i in Ezr. 10,7f. 

16, no critical inference can be drawn from the variation. The circumstantial 

clause from 1 Esdr. 8,69, on the other hand, supplies a better sense: those faith- 
ful to the Law, attracted by Ezra’s strange conduct, gather about him w/z/e he is 

sitting on the ground weeping; but not after he had sat upon the ground until 

the evening sacrifice. The temporal determinative, 2197 N22? 3¥, refers to Ezra’s 
change of attitude; in other words, v. 4> should be connected with v.5. Thus 

the plus in 1 Esdr. 8,69 is justified. Further, 1 Esdr.8,70 should be followed in 

the matter of striking out the temporal determinative 2197 NN3~22 in v,5. As soon 
as v. 4 is intimately connected with v. 5, its superfluousness becomes apparent. 

Strike out the second ‘75s in Al. Cf 1 Esdr. 8,71. 
Ezra 6 
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clans or individuals. Further, the men sent by Iddo are plainly indicated as 

Levites, since in vv. 18f. they are reckoned with the (Levite) clans Mahli and 
Merari. The question recurs in v. 24; see note there. 

The text is here loaded with doublets; nor do the Versions give it in a pure 

state. In the first half of the verse 4 has 9 names; so, too, GV. 61 omits jn3. 

1 Esdr. 8,43, according to GV, gives Io names; according to 6L, 7 names. Yet 

lapeip (lwp), which is wanting in GL, would seem to belong to the original text. 

Hence we should strike out yn353 yn328>3. In the second half of the verse the 
proper names should be struck out; they are repeated from what precedes. Cf 

1 Esdr. 8,43 GY tovs hyouuevous Kai émiotHUovac, GL dpxovtag ouvetovc. 

The difference between K*thib and Q‘ré is here reflected in the Versions. The 

Q*ré requires myx} J despatched them=commissioned them; cf. Ex. 6,13; Jer. 27,4. 

The K*thib should be read 7x38}, and interpreted in the sense of dzsmzss, send 

away, following Gen. 19,5; Jer. 38,23. In both cases \3N"5y is to be taken in the 

sense of 11x75. The Qré, taken in the sense specified, deserves the prefer- 
ence. 

The words o'inim ns are, after Iddo, totally unintelligible. Read nx), 

following 1 Esdr. xai toig ddeA@poig avtov, and strike out onan. Iddo’s 

brethren were not the Nethinim. But it may be that '37 has crept into the text 
as a gloss on DW; cf SIEGFRIED-STADE 447. 

Strike out 1 before M21’, both because the sense requires it, and because 6 and 

1 Esdr. 8,46, in spite of all disagreements, are at one in reading no } in this 

passage. 

For # ‘As) write ns). GV Kai tov ’Qoaiav, as before kai tov Aoefeia; GL Kai 

leoo.a. 1 Esdr.8,47 GAV exhibit a trace of another name: 64 xai Avvodvov, 

GV ot &k tWv Vidv Xavouvaiou = }iaN, PIN. 
For #1 ns, at the end of the verse, read om‘My}, as required by the continua- 

tion 07°333, and attested by 1 Esdr. 8,47 6L. 

The final clause is wanting in 1 Esdr.8,52. As it is not required by the context 

it would seem to be an expansion of the original text. Yet it appears in 6. 

The varying construction of vv. 15-20 (see above) is connected with the uncer- 

tainty of the text of v.24. Al, on the first impression, seems to mean that two 

of the chief priests were Sherebiah and Hashabiah, the names of the other ten 

not being mentioned. This text of # is exactly confirmed by 6V tw Zapaid, 

Aoafid, somewhat more freely by 6L tov Lapapiav Kai tov Aoafiav (—1 Esdr. 

8,54 GL). Nevertheless, it cannot be correct; for, according to vv. 18f., Sherebiah 

and Hashabiah are not of priestly but of Levite origin. Accordingly, their brethren 

v. 24> cannot be:the n’am3 of v.24*. Moreover, the end of v. 24, 'y 'D ‘yi, would 

be a very needless remark. Hence 1 Esdr.8,54 6V probably gives the best 

text: kal “EoepeBiav kai Aooautav = mavmy maw. See KEIL and SCHULTZ ad 

locum. 

For #l ov Sy, it seems best to read omt-dy, on the basis of GV émi xeipac 
avutwy. 

AL 122 AND Ant om225; the last two numbers run in GVL: Kai oxedn apyupa 

exatov, Kai tdAavta xpuotou (GL xpuoiouv tddkavta) éxatév. Read, accordingly, 

M89 3M D3), and strike out the last 1>>. By this means the unusual connections 

in #1 are removed. 

The number 0:3¥ in Al is supported neither by 6 nor by 1 Esdr. GVL have 

did@opa, 1 Esdr.8,56 GV déxa, GL d€xka d00, where do seems to be a doublet, 

z. €. a correction after #1. The other numbers in wv. 26f. are remarkably high; 

ow, therefore, can hardly be right. 

For #t panax, 6 and 1 Esdr. 8,57 have in agreement tWv Tatépwy huwdy = 

NIK. 
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ed, N3¥D probably means vow. It has been conjectured that the words consti- 

tute a formula of abbreviation, by which the complete introduction of the ori- 
ginal letter has been replaced. Cf 4,10.11.17. 

According to GINSBURG 8"333 is the best-authenticated pronunciation. 

ANDREAS (in MARTI) would prefer 821333, which is also attested by some MSS. 
[Ep. MEYER, of. céz., p. 61, thinks that 73x has dropped out after mw. Unless 

we insert the pronoun we must translate: as a mzssion (or delegation) zs sent forth 

by the King and his seven counselors (ministers). — P. H.] 
The construct-state connection in Al novia: m8, compared with the style of the 

rest of the letter, seems harsh and exceptional. 6V has €v lepovoaAnu, and in 

1 Esdr. 8,17 tod év lep.; 62 tod Se0d lopand ev lep., and in 1 Esdr. 8,17 Tod 

8eov lopand, with the misplaced addition tod év lep. We must read, therefore, 

as in 7,15: oowaNS wT Sane mde. 
The peculiar arrangement of the words AXP Nv» yMan-I¥) is striking. As in the 
preceding clauses, nv’ should be placed after ty. Cf GE xai edatouv Ewes PatWy 

exatov. KAUTZSCH, Grammatik, p. 128. 

For the plural ‘na of #l read the singular na. Cf v.26 and elsewhere. 6V and 
1 Esdr. 7,23 vouov tod 8eo0 cov. 

At the end of the verse, the singular should be restored, following 1 Esdr. 8,23 

diddEeic, perhaps with suffix of the 3. pers. sing., AayTiAN. 

For the forms sw (K*thib) and ‘ww (QSré), cf KAUTZSCH, Gramm, pp. 114f. 

GVL read 72107 after ‘Ads, as in 7,9. 

According to 1 Esdr. 8,29, vv. 2 and 3 should be otherwise divided. The words 

m.33¥ 132 more closely define wi»n. Cf 1 Chr.3,22. BERTH.-RYSSEL, pp. 97f. 

GA and 1 Esdr.8,32 GY read: xai dro viv (é« TWv ViWv) Zabors Lexoviag = 
Mm33Y N3AI ‘3203. Al is thus completed. Cf Ezr. 2,8. BERTH.-RYSSEL, p. 99. 

Complete the verse, following 1 Esdr.8,36 GOV é€k tWv viwv Bavidc = %33 33h. 

Cf. Ezr.2,10. BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, p. 99. 

M has .23 twice. That is hardly probable. True, 6V has Bafei, but GL Boxyer 

= ‘pa; so, too, 1 Esdr. 8,37 6L. Moreover, in Ezr. 10,28 6! puts Boxxei for Al °23. 

Instead of Al D°35n8, without the article, 1 Esdr. 8,39 reads oi €oxator=D°20N0NF. 
But this does not remove the difficulty of understanding the passage. We have 

in this word either a corruption of the text or an otherwise unknown technical 
term referring to the genealogical registers. 

The text varies. GV kai do vidv Bayo Ouft, Kai wet avtod; GL amo tTWv vid 

Tapoura 26a. kai Zaxxoup Kai wet avtWv; 1 Esdr. 8,40 GV éx tWv viv Bavar 

Ovutov lotaxdAKou (GA lotakxovpou), kai wet adtod; GL and tWv vidv Bayou 

Q0a1 Kai Zaxxoup, kai wet avtTWy. First, the Versions are preponderatingly in 

favor of the Qfré "331. Then, only the name of a single person seems to have 

been originally mentioned in the text (uet avtob = ‘ny, so, too, BAR and GINs- 

BURG), as in vv.3ff. Under lotaxdAxou (lotadxovpou) there would seem to be 

concealed an ws. Should we expect after it the name of a place? With this 
4l’s 13Dt would not fit; besides, it is only partially attested by the form lota\Kov- 

pov in 6A. Both K*thib and Q*ré are unintelligible remnants of the original 

text, which through their vocalization are made only apparently understandable. 

(15-20) The proceeding related in vv. 15-20 of Hl took a different course according 

to the text of 1 Esdr. 8,41-48. According to 1 Esdr. (kai katéuabov avtovc: Kai 

ek TWY tepéwv Kai €k TMV Aé€uitWv ovx Evpov exet) Ezra finds neither priests nor 

Levites; in #l v.15, on the other hand, he finds only Levites lacking. However, a 

careful examination of the context decides in favor of #1. According to Min v. 2, 
priests appear to have attached themselves to Ezra from the outset; for the names 

Phinehas and Ithamar are known to us in the OT only as names of priestly 
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1 Esdr. 6,27 (28), on the other hand: KkaywW dé emetaza ddAooxEepwco oikodourjoar 

Kai adtevioa (ei tod TOToV), (va oupToWow KTA.? Moreover, the end of v.8 

and the beginning of v.9 are rendered by 1 Esdr.6 with noteworthy variations. 

Eic O@votav (GA Ovoiac), =yn27>, might be used in v.9, as a parallel to jy>v%. 

Insert } before 1n¥, following 5,3.6 and 1 Esdr. 7,1. 

For Al yinny3> read mNI3> as in 5,3. 
After {IY 02 insert 8°23, and strike out N23 after 137; cf 5,1 and 1 Esdr.7,3 

Tpopmyntevovtwvy ‘Ayyaiou Kai Zaxapiou TWY TpoMNTWy. 

The last three words refer back to 4,6.23, and thus betray themselves as a 

later redactional addition. 

Read smwwnas) as in 4,7. 
For Al wesw (QSré yw) read Pyws, 34 pers. plur. (KAUTZSCH, § 43, p. 69). Cf 

also FRIEDR. DELITZSCH, Prolegomena, pp. 140f. 

The date in Al is as in 6. 1 Esdr.7,5, on the other hand, has €wc¢ tpitys Kat 

eikddoc=nndm wy of 1. This would seem to be correct, as it is inconceiv- 

able that so important a date should be altered by the translator. Moreover, 

Josephus Avézg. xi, 4,7 agrees with 1 Esdr, 7,5. 

The synchronism at the end of the verse (‘123 S473) presupposes a different 

reckoning of the year, perhaps from the Return (3,8); this must have dropped 

out. [Ep. MEYER, of. cé¢., p. 54, n. 2 suggests that we should, perhaps, read 4 

wy sw wim xen which zs the twelfth month. — P. H.] 

For the Q*ré myynd (for send), of KAUTZSCH, § 59, p. 109. 
At the end of the verse 1 Esdr.7,9 adds Kai oi Oupwpoi é€*~’ Exdotou TuAWVoOG 

= prnbo-by seyqn}. Similarly Jos. Aztég. xi, 4,7. The words are not out of place 

as they give a brief proof of the completion of the whole work of building. 

Whether they are original is hard to say. 
The subject is given by 1Esdr.7,10 as by Ml in v.21: nbianm maw Osqes a2 
=oi viol lopand tWv(!) €x the aixuadwotas. The dst’ *33, on this occasion, are 

beyond doubt purposely emphasized. 

After Al 1928) the lack of nop is inconvenient; the gap is filled by 6. 

The } before 512:5 55 is attested by GV and 6!; but 1 Esdr. 7,13 and S do 
not have it, nor do they read o75x after paxnm. The 1 in Al is entirely justified; 

the Chronicler relates the fusion of the exiles with the native Jews as taking 

place on this occasion, 7. ¢. the formation of the community which, according 

to the older reports, was not accomplished till later by Nehemiah and Ezra; 

cf. Neh. 10, and see KosTers, Het Herstell van Israel in het persische Ti Zjadvak, 

Leiden 1894, p. 80; [German translation by A. BASEDOW: Die Wiederherstellung 

Israel's in der persischen Pertode, Heidelberg, 1895, p. 67]. Contrast A. KOHLER, 

Biblische Geschichte, ii, 2, 510ff. 

The ans occupies a position similar to oa>xa~nTWA-w in Neh. 10, 29. 

ee 
© has as predicate avéByn; 1 Esdr.8,1 mpooépy. Probably aby stood in the 

original text. 

6 and 1 Esdr. 8,6 mapeyévovto =1N83. AL 82" which refers back to v. 6. 

Before 8°71 a different reckoning of the year must have fallen out, as in 6,15. 

For 30° of Al it would seem better to pronounce 1D’. C/ GL eGeuehiwoe and 

BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, pp. 89f. 
The concluding words n3y>3 193 are unintelligible. 6V puts in their place tete- 

heoto AdYo> kai h GtdKpioic. Similarly GL tetéAcotar 6 AdyoS Kai H ATdKpLOIC, 

with, as a doublet before it, teteketwuévw referring to "EZdpa. 1 Esdr. 8,9 has 

xaipew, which in 1 Esdr.6,7 corresponds to xp>w Ezr.6,7. 3 means conplet- 
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initial } instead of the D in Aramaic is simply due to a partial assimilation of the 

sibilant to the following 2 as in Ethiopic zaédéZa ‘to strike’ for saddéfa = Assyr. 

Sabdtu, or Heb. "3 Zo scatter, instead of "5 &c. (see my note on Is.9,17). 530 

is an old causative of the two-consonant root 52 just as $pw is a Saf‘el of p. 
We must, therefore, translate: Zhe house of God in Jerusalem shall be rebuilt 

where they offer sacrifices, and bring His offerings made by fire, the suffix refer- 

ring to sms. This rendering is also favored by 1 Esdr.6,23. It is true that the 

suffix in Ws occasions some difficulty, and it would, therefore, perhaps be better 

to read the status emphaticus without the suffix (in 4,12, on the other hand we 

have in Al s:¥s) instead of MWxI= 6G Oeuehtoucg avtic), or we might insert rie eam 

Sew’ after ‘smwx (NOLDEKE, Syr. Gr. § 205,C; DELITZSCH, Assyr. Gr. § 123,3; 
MARTI, § 129). The objection that an Aramaic equivalent of Hebr. mx does not 

occur elsewhere is not valid. The passage is discussed in my paper on S)1W8 

referred to in the note on 5,3. Cf also ED. MEYER, of. cé¢., p. 46, n. 2. 

For 7313, see MARTI, ¢. ¢, p. 72*, ED: MEYER, of. ciz.,. p.46; 0.3; DELITZSCH: 

HWB, p. 2107; Haupt, Beitr. 2. Assyr., i, pp. 15, n. 13; 175” below. — P. H.] 
Al ntn should mean ew (Hebr. &n). GV has (kai d6u0¢ EvAtwoc) etc, and hence 

read here a number, as against 8ndm in the preceding clause. GL, on the con- 

trary, has (kai dduov EVAWY KaivwWv) Eva, 1 Esdr.6,24 (25) Kai d6uou Evdivou 

eyxwptou kaivod évdc; the Greek words for nn and 1n stand here side by side. 

But it would be unadvisable to infer from this an original 3M N73, since new 

timber for the building would be a matter of course. 

Al 77 does not fit the construction of the sentence. Though expressed by 61 

(So6ytTw), it is not found in 1 Esdr.6,25. It seems to be a dittogram of the 

succeeding word. 
For non) minsx> read pinna yimnxd, on the basis of GL and 1 Esdr. 6,25 (26). 

The transition in the address is very striking. Harsh as it is, it would seem 
necessary to let it stand. It is fully attested by 6 and by 1 Esdr. 26 (27)ff., in so 

far as Darius — see v. 33 (34) — in v. 27 (28) speaks there also in the first per- 

son. Probably the form of the statement is to be explained by the fact that the 

writer reproduces his authority in abbreviation, retaining the mode of address, 

but omitting the transitions. 
Read '3 nw, following 5,3.6 as well as 6) and 1 Esdr. 6, 26 (27). 

The construction: 'y5i " nnp ...'2 npayd ipa¥ is unintelligible; the proposed ex- 

planations are unsatisfactory (cf ¢. g. KAUTZSCH, § 68, p. 127). The double n‘3 

J7 NTDX is strange, and we miss the name before ''nnB. For these reasons 

1 Esdr. 6,26 (27): €@oai d€ Tov Taida Kuptou Zopofafedr, tmapxov (Emapxov) d€ 

Thc ‘lovdaiac, kal tTodc TPEOBUTEPOUS TWY lovdalwy TOV Oikov TOD Kuptou EKetvov 

oikodoueiv commends itself to our attention. As to maig= ay, cf 1 Esdr. 6,12 

(13). Thus the restoration above attempted is explained. Yet, the express 

mention of Zerubbabel along with the e/ders of the Jews in this passage is sur- 

prising. For it is a peculiarity of this account of the building of the Temple to 

regard the elders of the Jews as the builders (5,5.8.9;6,8.14). Thus is explain- 

ed also the statement in 5,4.10, that the Persian governor has to inquire for 

the names of the elders; in other words, does not know them. This ignorance 

would be surprising indeed if the Persian sub-governor in Jerusalem, who must, 

of course, have been known to the governor of Syria, had been the leading 

builder of the Temple. Hence the words } sy1y7) nnD baa NTDN Tayd are to be 
regarded as an addition by the Chronicler, who sought thereby to harmonize the 

contents of the narrative with his own connecting clauses 5,1 and 2, [ED. MEYER, 

Z. ¢., p- 53, note 1, raises the question whether we should not read here, as in 

Haggai, #17" NN instead of At ST nnb. — P. H.] 

(8) For % xn, cf Kaurzscu, § 22. GV yvwn pn} ToTE TL ToujonTe = A? Ezr. 4,22. 
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The Assyr. E-vowel, Baltimore, 1887, p. 22; DELITZSCH, Assyr. Gr. § 32,a,¥. Ch 
also the Nestorian Masai. — P. H.] 

In v. 10° we follow 6 ta dvéuata = naw, which is certainly correct as against 
Al ow. In 1 Esdr.6,12 we seem to have a double translation of Ezr. 5, 10. 
1 Esdr. 6,13 tod Kupiou tod xtioavtoc Tov ovpavov Kai Tv yYv. The connection 

of 8y78) with X’9Y argues that tod Ktioavtog preserves the original text = 129; 

cf. Jer. 10,11. Elsewhere we have only 8'¥ 7x. 
For ff 8339 read 833%) as in v. 3. 
1 Esdr.6,17 év tT® avtod vad = AbD) is preferable to Al xd2.7>. 

For 4 5aa ‘1 read in both places 9222 "1; cf GL and 1 Esdr. 6,17. 
mp seems to be dittography of 7m’. AMp is attested by 1 Esdr.6,18 (1H 

éerapxw); 6 TH OnoavpopvAakt. For the form of the sentence in Hl, cf, however, 

VICTOR BAUMANN, Hebr. Relativsdtze (1894), p. 26; ED. MEYER, /. c., p. 29. 

ms is a Hebraism, see KAUTZSCH, § 20, remark 3. Read 55, following 6V and 

Tsdr 5, 10. 

[Ep. MEYER, Z. ¢., p. 44, n. 2 thinks that the exact meaning of the phrase 8*Wx is 

not quite certain; the verb 17° se gave, he says, does not suit the rendering 

foundations, walls, But 37° means not only Zo gzve, but, like Heb. jna, fo put; 

cf Py Poy yn Ez. 26,8 &c. In the trilingual Achzemenian inscriptions Baby]. 

naddénu means even fo make, to create, just as Assyr. sakénu means both Zo put, 

to place and to make. — P. H.] 
S393 ‘4 seems to be an addition like 5232 in 6,1. It explains the preceding An 
according to 5,13.14. WELLHAUSEN (Gott. Machrichten, 1895, p. 176) is of the 

opinion that the words pnnA® xDD "7 have dropped out before ANN after 6,1; 

[cf however W. H. Kosters, Het t77dvak van Israéls herstell in Theol. Tijds. 

1896, pp. 552f.]. 

GV and GL agree with A nbwrna x7 snd 3. But 1 Esdr. 6,20 has tod (oikov) 
Kupiou tov év ‘lep. as also #1 in v.16. 493, therefore, would seem to be a scribal 

error for "7. 

The statement of place 5233 does not agree well with the verse following, and 

would seem to be a later addition. See on 5,17. 

According to WELLHAUSEN (¢. ¢.) we should read 8™5d? "13 RYIA¢4 NDT, and 

instead of Sana, at the end of the verse, rather Saat or 5323 «7. See, however, 
W. H. KOSTERS, /. ¢. 

M1131 is status emphaticus. See KAUTZSCH, § 61, 3,b. 

Following 6 and 1 Esdr.6,23 we must insert here, just as in 5,17, I before 

Downs. 
xnva, alongside of sm>s-m2, is known neither to 6 nor to 1 Esdr.6, 23. Probably 

we should strike it out; it may be dittography of s32m. 

The words }\73i0% ‘TWN are unintelligible. It is true that they are translated 
and let them be setting up its foundations (Poel part.) or be set up =to be set up 

(Po‘al part.); o£ Kautzscu, /. c., § 36 and § 76,3). But 52> means carry, not set 

up. OV kai €OynKev Erapua, GL wai ta Oeuedia TeOHTW, Oeucdta traxéa; 1 Esdr. 

6,23 dtov EmMOVoUOLIW dia TUPdc EvdeheXoUc. These differences point to mutila- 

tion of the text. After v.3 we expect a statement concerning the length of the 

new Temple. In the Solomonic Temple the length amounted to 60 cubits (1 K. 

6,2; 2Chr.3,3). This number is now given for the height and width; so we 

must infer that the text of v. 3> in general is corrupt. — {I am inclined to think 

that ‘Nw = Heb. AWE offering made by fire. In that case it would, of course, 

be better to point ‘m1. The verb p21, from 92D 40 carry, a synonym of 

Sain (Assyr. abdlu, causative svduli) and sw3, is used here in the meaning ¢o 

bring, to bring near, just as Assyr. zabdl/u (DELITZSCH, HWB 250) in which the 
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but it is also used with the meaning kvowledge, information, news, report (DE- 
LITZSCH, HWB 297",4); and as orders on the part of the king and high digni- 

taries were, as a rule, sent in writing, Ze may also mean order, command, decree, 

message. A report sent to the king concerning the Arabs (/emu sa Arabi) gives 

the king, as it were, a Zas¢e of the Arabs, and an order from the king sent to a 

general, gives the general a Zas¢e of the king (¢emu Sa Sarr?). So, it seems to 

me, the development of meanings is quite natural (against ED. MEYER, of. cit, 

p. 26, n.1). The Babylonian word femu (=‘fa'mu; cf. belu ‘lord’ = ba‘i) has also 
passed into Syriac where it appears as J&4; JL {: The verb af, Pacl anf’ &c 
is denominative, and Heb. 735 (cf Assyr. dabdbu, bel-dabdbi = J&3,S>>) has no 
connection with J4Lg° — P. H,] 

1 Esdr.6,7 has here a text which varies in a similar manner with that in wie 

4,9-11. While in #1 the first two clauses of v.7 appear evidently superfluous, 

1 Esdr.6,7 commends itself by the omission of these clauses. That the names 

in v.6 are to be connected with the form of greeting in v.7 at the beginning of 

the letter, is then obvious. ED. MEYER, on the other hand, thinks that v. 6 re- 

presents the note of the registrar who filed the document in the archives of 

Jerusalem; see of. cé¢., p. 26, and cf. supra ad 4,9-11. 1 Esdr.6,7 6" runs: dvti- 

Ypaov ettiotoAfs js Eypawav Aapetw kai dméotethav. Lioivvnc 6 Emapxos Luptac 

Kal Moiwikns Kai LaOpapwZdvns Kai ot ouvétaipor oi ev Lupia Kai é€v Dorixn 

nHyeuoves Paowet Aapetw xaiperv. It should be observed that the word s*DD"5N 

=hyeudovecg is taken, not as a proper name, but as an affpellativum. The con- 

text would seem to justify the translator. Whether his translation be right, is 
a different question. 6, on the contrary, regards the word as a proper 

name. 
The close of v.7 is certainly understood rightly by 41, whereas 85> is con- 

nected by 1 Esdr.6,8 with what follows (mdvta y~yvwotd €otw). 

The principal matter here, according to the context, is the announcement that 

the princes of the Jews have begun building the Temple. This is wanting in v. 8 

Al, but is plainly presupposed by the other data. The variant text 1 Esdr.6,8-10 

contains the statement, but coupled with certain expansions which must be 
eliminated. To these belongs v.8 GV xai lepovoaAnu tiv TOA = GL Kai €hOdv- 

TES Eig lepovuoaAnu Tryv TOA; GV tijc aixuadkwotag Tovs TpEGpuTEpOUS TWYv ’lov- 

daiwv = GL tovs mpeoputepouc tij¢ aixuakwotac “lovdatwv is a doublet (as before 

in v. 5) of the 817109 ‘2’; v. 10 GL ta Kava exetva is a doublet which first arose in 
the course of the transmission of the Greek text; the close of v. 10 Kai €v mdon 
doEy Kai Emimedcta ouvtehoUUeva (GL ovuvtehovuevoyv) is an expansion, or perhaps, 

another doublet. Thus we reach the form of the text preferred above. 

The lack of subject for my, at the end of the verse, is a noticeable defici- 

ency; I Esdr.§,10 has Kal evodovmevov TO Epyov Ev talc xepolv avTwWY. Cf, how- 

ever, KAUTZSCH, Gramm., p. 164; MARTI, Z. c., p. 119. 

The clause 05> x28 NID is found in 6, but not in 1 Esdr.6,11 Téte emuv- 
Oavoueba TWY TPEOBUTEPWY TOUTWY A€yovTeEs (GV). A€yovtes= NN), I Esdr. 6,13 

or Ezr.5,11. Accordingly 19> has been supplied, and the clause in Al relegat- 
ed to the foot of the page. 

For 4 mann, cf. KAUTZSCH, Gramm., p. 80; STRACK, Z. ¢.,-p. 4*. MARTI, 

pp. 68.44* prefers the pronunciation 7y329. 

41 on WRI is a striking Hebraism both with regard to the pronunciation of the 

noun and the form of the suffix. In Aramaic it should be either }7°Ws73 or 
jrwsia; of KAUTZSCH, Zc. § 55,1. The Hebrew pronunciation with pap, how- 

ever, is universally attested, [and we must remember that in Assyrian, — which 

is but an older local variety of Aramaic (cf Johns Hopkins University Circulars, 

No. 114, July 1894, p. 118) — the form rds occurs alongside of és; see HAUPT, 
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ms333 should be struck out, following 1 Esdr. 6,1. 
.As to the pronunciation Ziotvvns="3nn, cf LAGARDE, Psalterium tuxta Hebraeos 

fTieronymi, 1874, p. 162. 

ANDREAS, in MARTI, of. cé¢., p. 87*, explains the name ‘313 NY as a corrup- 

tion aaa) and w being confused in the older script) of \3n27na=MiGpofovodvng, 

Old Iranian *Withrabauzana, i.e., Having redemption (or salvation) through 

Mithra, or Mithra is the Redeemer (the Savior); [so, too, ED. MEYER, of. cit., 

p- 32]. 

The vacillation of Al between jimn132 in 5,3; 6,6.13 and AN33 in 5,6 becomes 
noteworthy when we compare with it the Greek texts. In Ezr.5,3.6, as in 6,6, 

6 has ot ovvdovA01 avTwWY, but in Ezr.6,13 ovvdovA01 avtod. In 1 Esdr.6.7 we 

have always simply ot ovvétaipoi=n)3> (mN}33). As Al also has An)33 in 5,6, 

this is probably the form intended, which was read by 1 Esdr. as status empha- 
ticus, but in Ml was mostly altered to }¥7n}33 under the influence of 4,9.17.23, where, 

however, the conditions are quite different. For Ezr.4,(9).17.23 the plural 

suffix is well attested; cf 1 Esdr.2,12(15).18(21).21 (25), Hence in Ezr.5,3; 

6,6. 13 we should probably restore the form mn}3> Ezr. 5,6. 

For the form 8339 (according to the best texts 8335), o£ KAUTZSCH, Gramm. 

p. 80. It would seem, however, to be a transcriptional error for 833%) v.17. 

The word s3 2x is rendered in 1 Esdr.6,3 thv otéyny tavthv Kai Ta GAO 

mTdvtTa; in © by tiv xopnyiav tavtnv. The first word would seem to have the 

general sense of /owse; the second expression is very obscure. Both S$ and 3 

understand wad/s (=x 4,12f.). The word reminds us of 8:88 4,12. Cf 

KaAuTzscH, /. c., §62; MARTI, Z. ¢., p. 55*. The meaning is uncertain. 1 Esdr. 

6,11=Ezr.5,9, gives for it ta Epya tadta. [kW seems to have the vowels of 

sux. It is a Qfré like naAwy &c. The proper pronunciation must have been 

smws (for *aszrdnd = Assyr. asru (for asiru), plur. asve or asrdti (from a fem. 
sing. asirtu=nWs; cf. DELITZSCH in BAR’s Chron., p. xi below; ZA iii, 364), or, 

with dJbe\, (Haupt, Zhe Assyrian E-vowel, pp. 22, 4;25,11,a) esvétz. 811WN is an 

old Aramaic word for place of worship, sanctuary. The expression used by the 
heathen governor with reference to the Temple was, of course, objectionable to 

the Jews, if only owing to the connection of the word with mws; and it is possible 

that for this reason 88% was substituted for 83ws8, perhaps with reference to 
5,16, where it is said of Sheshbazzar that he laid the 8: of the Temple. NOL- 
DEKE has suggested to me that the termination -é7 in 83wS represents perhaps 

the Assyr. plural ending -dévz (cf my remarks in The Assyr. E-vowe/l, p. 5 and in 

the Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 114, July 1894, pp. 110.111), but a 

plural form asydne alongside of asre (asrGt?, esret’) is unknown in Assyrian, and 
the pronoun 735 points to a singular. The stem of 83°wX is >. The word is 

discussed in a special paper which will appear in the Journal of the American 

Oriental Society — P. H.] 
The first clause in the form given it by 4 is totally unintelligible. 6 render 

elmooayv or eitov, thus removing, it is true, the greatest objection. It should be 

observed, however, that 1 Esdr.6,4 has no knowledge at all of this clause, but 

continues with v. 4°: kai tivec eiciv of oikoddéuor of tadta (émi)tehkobvtec. V. 4 

is probably a gloss which was originally intended for v.9, and has here got into 

the wrong place. ED. MEYER (of. cé¢., p. 26) thinks that this clause was taken 

by the author verbatim from the letter of Darius. 

[The stem of xpyy means, like Latin safere, to taste, to have sense, to know. 

Assyr. feu means, therefore, not only sezse (Sani fem ‘insanity; cf. 1 Sam. 21, 14) 

PSPS 

++ Of course, a cuneiform text with the plural form a@s7déz may turn up any day. 
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For the K*thib 1552v8 “nw, read either the Q*ré or, following 6 (ta tetyn 
avtfjc), 1228 AMAA. In the text we have written }395>w* AyAwA, because the con- 
text in this sentence requires an imperfect, not a perfect. 

Further, read mW) (G Oeuediouc avtijc), for A swN). 

The last word of the verse, 1, is doubtful; ci NOLDEKE, Go¢t. gel. Anz., 

1884, p. 1019; STRACK, Adriss des bibl. Aramidisch (1896), p.2*. See also 

KAUTZSCH, Grammatik, pp. 37.52.74. 

For J ssw) read Aw), following G, as in v. 12. 

The word ondx is traditionally uncertain. BAR, following good authorities, 

requires Dnpx, and regards it, as did the medieval Jewish commentators, as a 

substantive with the meaning z7come. Others hold to the /ectio vulgata DMB}, 

and regard the word as an adverb, to be rendered either, according to Persian, 

jinally (EWALD, Jahrbiicher der bibl. Wissensch., v, p. 156), or, according to 

Assyrian (FRIEDR. DELITZSCH, Prolegomena eines neuen hebr-aram. Worterbuchs, 

Pp. 152), 22 future. ANDREAS in MARTI’s Gramm., p. 54* emends to DDAX = 

Middle and Modern Persian a@fsds ‘detriment, injury.’ The general sense of the 

clause is certain through comparison with vv. 15 and 22. 
Ml o399 is a Hebraism for Aramaic }*25». The Aramaic portions of the Book 

of Ezra, especially cc. 5.6 exhibit similar Hebraisms in the case of the prono- 

minal suffixes of the second and third pers. pl. as 05>, ond instead of }125, yin); 
[contrast Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 114, July 1894, p. 118; see 

also DRIVER’s /ntroductions, p. 472 (Nabat. ov7-, Palmyr. }7-); German edition, 

p. 540. — P. H.] 

The 3 pers. sing. in \p3. alongside of the 2 pers. in JN38 seems strange. We 

should expect either the passive 1P3aM (5,17) or the 3 pers. plur., Ppa. Both 

6V and GL, however, seem to have read the singular, émoxéwntm. In view of 

5,17 it would seem to be better to read “pant; o£ MARTI, Zc, p. 41%. [See, 

however, DRIVER’s note on Lev. 4,12.24; 14,4 and GES.-KAUTZSCH?®, § 144,d.— 

ee dela 

Read the plural "5pD1 instead of the sing. 15D, following 6L and 1 Esdr. 2, 18f. 

1 Esdr.2,19 kai ot ‘lovdaior dtootdtat Kai todiopKiag Cuveotapévor ev avTi 

kth. These words give the subject of }2¥, which in 4 is missing. It would 

seem, therefore, that 7) 8°37") has dropped out in Al. 
Insert, at the beginning of the verse, }¥3, following 1 Esdr. 2,20 and some MSS 

of ©. 

For 4 mw) read, as in vv. 12f., AMAw}, following 6 and 1 Esdr. 2,20. 

Instead of (4) ny>s read n3ydi, as in vv. 10.11; 7,12; o£ STRACK, Z. ¢. 

The pronunciation of the imperative 7 is here in the various editions given 

either as {1 or 114, while in 6,6 {7 is the exclusively attested form. In our 

passage {7 is the better attested form; yet STRACK, 7. c. 3* prefers to point 110. 

The pronunciation of the construct state of the infinitive, np}3n>, is exceptional; 

Martl, Z. c., p. 46, thinks, we should read npyand. 
After nim in v. 23 the title oyn-bya has probably dropped out, as it elsewhere 

(v. 8f.17) invariably accompanies the name, and here also occurs after Ww. 

Only 6L has Beedteeu. 

BAR writes, following some codices, y1782; several old editions, however, have 

ytisi (cf GINSBURG), and in view of the cognate languages (cf Heb. yint) this 

form, with long @, would seem to be more correct; cf KAUTZSCH, /.c., § 60,1. 

1 Esdr.6,1 begins “Ev dé tw deutépw Ete tic Aapeiou Baoietac. In these words 

the original text of the beginning of c.5, which continues 3,5, seems to be pre- 

served. Ezr. 4,24,=1Esdr. 2,25, is drawn from Ezr.5,1, not vice versa. Hence 

M1 wT mabe) PAA nwa. 
Ezra 5 
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sometimes & in the second place. BAR prefers the spelling with & (7. c., p. 102). 

(In the OT Artakhsast we have the Hebrew rendering of the Babylonian form 

of the name (A7taksatsu = Artakhsatsu = Artakhsatsa = Artakhsatra) with the 

peculiar Hebrew transposition of the consonantal group /s to s/. Greek Apta- 

Eép=nc stands for Artakhsetses; of HAUPT, The pronunciation of tr in Old Per- 
stan, Johns Hopkins University Circulars, Vol. vi, No. 59, August 1887; see also 

ED. MEYER, of. cit., p. 15 below. 

For the names 5xap, nvn, ows, see ED. MEYER, /oc cit, p. 33. — P. H.] 
The Q*ré requires the usual spelling 1n}3D instead of sni3> of the K*thib. 
The n918 at the end of the verse is unattested by 6V and 6L (GV éypaywev 6 

MoporAdyosg Ypa@ryv Lupioti Kai Epunveuuevnyv). It appears to be either an ex- 

planatory gloss on the preceding word, or added, as in Dan. 2,4, to indicate the 

beginning of the Aramaic text. ED. MEYER (/. c., pp. 18ff.) retains the word, and 

thinks that the first n’818 is merely a scribal error for n°D15 (see on vv. 6-8). 

This emendation, however, is not supported by the Versions, and is unnecessary. 

The Received Text is based on the idea that the Aramaic writing was not used 

_in Canaan at that time, and that Aramaic was written with (ancient) Hebrew 

(9-11) 

(11) 

(12) 

characters in about the same way as the Jews in Arabia nowadays write Arabic 

with Hebrew characters. 

In vv.9-11 the text is evidently faulty. After 832 in v. 8 we expect the be- 

ginning of the letter; instead of this follows the narrative 18 &c. After this x33 
the words from 735 to ‘mp in v.11 are superfluous as a second introduction of 

the wording of the letter. They are a gloss which has crept into the text from 

the margin, and which would stand better between vv.8 and 9. }"8 in v.9 (6 
€xpive) should be struck out. VV.9-11 then contain the beginning of the letter 

(ff. v.17;5,6f.;7,11f.), and jimmi35 (vv. 17 and 23), accordingly, should be chang- 

ed in v.9 to 83ni3p (6 ovvdouAo1 Huw). Further, An pa (plur.), following 6, 

instead of the singular 4'773, 2 Kings 17,24. However, 1 Esdr.2,12f. suggests a 

variant form of the text, particularly in the address v. 11>. It remains a striking 

fact that the names of the writers of the letter are given in vv. 9f. before the 

name of the addressee, v.11. VV.9 and 1o are, therefore, in all probability a 

later addition. Cf, WELLHAUSEN, Gotting. Nachrichten, 1895, Heft2. ED. MEYER 

(op. cit., pp. 28f.), on the other hand, thinks that the words from 735 to ‘my>y in 

v. Il represent the beginning of a note of the registrar who filed the document in 

the archives of Jerusalem, and that they were originally connected with the 

names in vv.9ff., 13) py» Syn nim, so as to form one clause. But the names of 

the letter-writers must have first been mentioned in the letter itself (vv. 11 ff.), be- 

fore they could be recorded in the note of the registrar, unless we are ready to 

believe that the registrar who filed the letter knew more about it than is contained 

in both the letters and the answer given in v.17! Attempts to explain the names 

mentioned in v.9 are given by FRIEDR. DELITZSCH in BAR’s Damzel, ixff.; G. 

HOFFMANN, ZA, 11 (1887), pp. 54f.; JENSEN, Theol. Lit.-Zeit. 1895, p. 509; MARTI, 

Gramm. der bibl-aram. Sprache (1896), Glossar, pp. 51 ff.; ED. MEYER, of. ciz., 

pp. 35ff. HOFFMANN, Marti, and Ep. MEYER read 8in7= 817 “4 Zatz zs, instead 
of 8177 (8179), following GV of ciciv (by sin T NDawIw Suszans, 7. e. Elamites). 

This emendation is certainly plausible; nevertheless we have retained in the text 

the Masoretic pronunciation of the names. The explanations suggested are to 

some extent still uncertain, and it is reasonable to suppose that the author be- 
lieved that he was enumerating nations or tribes. 

On v.11 cf E. NESTLE, Marginalien, p. 30, who appropriately compares CIS 
I] ,1,148f. (ad 144). 

According to the best authorities on the text we should read xavs2 (for 

SAwIND). Cf BAR’s edition. 
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For Al 379" we should read according to all the Versions, 1731. 

1 Esdr. 5,57 tuvodvtes th Kupiw Kai evAoyodvtes kata A.; add, therefore; 

nywind3. 
1 Esdr.5,59 reads emi ti eyépoet, where #1 exhibits 1030 by. Compare notes on 

vv. 8.10. 

At best the clause n‘an my 1O\a might be explained as an Aramaism, as VAN 
HOONACKER (Zorobabel et le second temple, 1892, p. 104) proposes. Cf 

KAuUTZzsSCH, Grammatik des Biblisch-Aramdischen (Leipzig, 1884) § 88. 6 con- 

firms the text of #1, but 1 Esdr.5,60 mtpo¢ thv ToUToU oikodounv PETA Kpavyt|s 

Kal KAauOuo) ueydAou, does not seem to have read nian. We should probably, 

therefore, regard n‘2 as a gloss, and explain 7} 110!3 as in Jud.6,14; Gen. 24,8; 

Jos.2,14.20. Cf GESENIUS-KAUTZSCH®*, § 126,y. 
For Al anpwa read AnHwH, following 1 Esdr. 5,60. 

For Al nym °D3, GV has only (amd tig Mwvijc) Tod KAavOu0d, while GL and 

1 Esdr. 5,61 agree with #1. But as the context is in favor of the reading of GV, 

nya should be struck out. 

1 Esdr. 5,65 xai (tw) “Inood = pive~oxy, shown to be correct by v. 3 of Al. 

The Q¢ré 45 is sufficiently attested by the Versions. Cf E. NESTLE, Margz- 

nalien und Materialien, 1893, p. 26. 

}77D8 is better written as one word, as in 2 Kings 19,37; Hl here, according 

to the common authorities, divides it into two words. Cf BAR’s edition, pp. r1orf. 
[The 0 in PIMs = Asur-axa-iddin (\jT{OX*) must be explained in the same way 

as in pnd = Sarrukenu, Wn = tertu; see my note on 2 Chr. 33,7. — P. H.] 

According to 1 Esdr. 5,67, mm" should be inserted before 13.75s. 

Al 757 is attested neither by 6 nor by 1 Esdr. 5,68, and should, therefore, it 

would seem, be struck out. 

1 Esdr.5,69 ta d€ €8vn TiS Yiis=—yprNn ‘yy. Al has the sing. puxm oy, but the 

plural is meant, as appears from oD &c. Read, therefore, '8T ‘py 37%. 

The Q*ré pms should be preferred as in accordance with Hebrew usage 

elsewhere. 

Ep. MEYER (of. c7¢., pp. 16ff.) calls attention to the fact that three actions are 
referred to, but only two letters as well as two addressees and two groups of 

addressers. He conjectures therefore that the original text of the document on 

which the statement of the Chronicler was based ran as follows. “°/x the reign of 

Xerxes, at the beginning of his reign, there wrote\|? Bslm, Mitradat, Téb’el, and 

the vest of their companions \|° an accusation against the inhabitants of Judah 

and Jerusalem. 7 And in the days of Artaxerxes, there wrote \\*Rehiim &c. a 

letter against Jerusalem \\ 7to Artaxerxes, the king, as follows &c.” 

[This would be in Hebrew: 

by rape fantza Nw) Seay main pbwap rand iniabe nbn witsens nizdpa1 6 
NIN SUN YAND NID “Wows oy ya om | Pjesnwyinnas spray sodwry mya caw 8.78 

PDAS DYN MOA} 3nd PAwWIT :NpID NB XnwwNN oowiy Dy 7> 

sn> (7) & pra do snveinnss by (8) a sno 4,7 (2) 

The words ow» 75» Snwwinn»Ss by in verse 7 are a corruption of the words 

sodp snwwinnixd ndbwin Sy in v.8 (ED. MEYER, Z c., p. 18). 
The name wyywny is a corruption of wrwns (A)chishayarsh (Babylon. Khishi- 

arsha) = Pers. Khshaydérsha (confusion of * and 3); cf ED. MEYER, of. c7¢., p. 15, 

n.2. The correct vocalization in Hebrew would be wy wns, or perhaps wpwns. 
As to m*o7, see the last remark on v. 7, p. 32, l. 14. — P. H.] 

The name of king Arthasastha (Artaxerxes) is spelled from Ezr. 7 on and in 

Neh. with 0; in Ezr.4 and 6, on the other hand, variably: sometimes with », 
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lopand €v taic kWuaig avtwWy. Cf 1 Esdr.g,37. Accordingly we should insert 

YIsn Dowie. after Byn-}H3, but strike out, on the other hand, o7%y2 on3M. 
The sense requires, however, AYIND DWN; cf Jer. 50,3; 51,2.4.7.52. 

For # ovya read nays, following Neh. 7,73 and the Versions. 

Wherever v.1> appears in 1 Esdr. (5,46; 9,38), it has a more definite state- 

ment of locality, like that in Neh.8,1. This must accordingly be regarded as 

original, and in place of #t nbwi 5s we should read: minn 5s ws aywo aim 5s. 10 
1 Esdr.§,46 adds a further mpWtov to muAWvoc = wan aw (cf Zech. 14, 10); 

but in this there would seem to lie a well-meant explanatory clause, ov the 

open marketplace in front of the former gate on the east. The Chronicler, how- 

ever, has shortened the document Neh.8,1, because he regarded the gate as 

not yet restored. 15 

The subject of 15Ds&"\ is not expressed at all in 1 Esdr. 5, 46, but in 1 Esdr. 9, 36 

by mdv to tAf\G0c; the latter is the more effective in view of IM8 wx; cf 
Neh. 8,1. 

V.3 should be restored on the basis of 1 Esdr.5,49 (50). The text according to 

OL runs: Kai €mouvyxOnoav avtoig ex TWv GAAWY EBVWY Tis This Kal KaTWPBW- 20 

Oav TO BUOIaOTNplov ETi TOU TOTOV aUTWY, 6TI Ev ExOpa avtoic Houv TdvtTa TA 

EBV THS Ths’ Kal KaTloxuoayv, Kai AvePEpov Bvolas KaTa TOV KaIpOv Kal SAOKGaU- 

tWuata, KtTA. The first clause would therefore be in Hebrew: ‘2yp om by 3BDS 

yisa; the clause introduced by *D: spin prism ‘y->2 omd>y m3 °D; the begin- 
ning of the last clause: nyyi spied omar voy shy. The second niby of Al should 2 
be struck out. Cf, however, KLOSTERMANN, Gesch. d. Volkes Isr. (1896), pp. 

232f. [If we do not alter the mos of the Received Text we must read 7o°8 x3 

instead of 7°83; see my remarks on the passage in my paper Ov the Penitential 

Psalm “De Profundis,’ Hebraica, January 1886. — P. H.] 

In #1 the second half of v.4 is evidently overburdened. Following 1 Esdr.5,50 30 

Kai Bvolag Kad’ huepav, Ws mpoof\kov jy, bAvND Oa oY Ndiy) has been read. Cf 

Num. 29,12-34. After 33nd3, Mima has been added, following 1 Esdr. 5,50. 

1 Esdr. 5,51 has after on nby cal @votas oappdtwy, 7. e. ninaw> nby; Num. 28, to. 

G72 Clit 27 33°8,.13. 

In 1 Esdr.5,55 we have an exact statement as to the day of the founding of the 35 

Second Temple: kai €@cuedkiwoav tov vadv tod Gce0d TH vouunvia Tod deuTEpoU 

unvog Tod deuTEpOU ETOUS Ev TH EAOEtV Eig TIv “lovdatav Kal lepovcaANnU = 1D") 

nbwid) mam oxiaa maw mati wa wind amy oa ows Sons (sD"1?). The 
divergences from Al in 1 Esdr, 5,56& 59 are connected with this. Still, it seems 

unadvisable to alter #1 to correspond. 4o 

This verse in #1 has manifestly fallen into disorder. The names which stand at 

the end of the verse should be connected, according to 1 Esdr. 5,56, with those 

at the beginning. Before the first 133 a} should be inserted, following 1 Esdr. 
5,50, and after the second 33) insert ...1 1s}. For the third name 7117, one 
is inclined to insert m1, following Ezr.2,40, or min, following Neh. 10, 11.14; 45 

Neh. 12,8, however, knows also a Levite clan 13:m'. The similarity of the names 

as written should be observed. According to Ezr.2,40 we should expect here 

further "33. 1 Esdr. 5,56 appends to lovda the addition tod E(1)\adouv=)7°58 (?). 

For n¥y read wy following 6 and 1 Esdr. Cf BERTHEAU-RYSSEL, Die Biicher 

Ezra, Nehemia und Ester* (1887) pp. 37f. 50 

1 Esdr. 5,56 begins xai Wxoddunoav=133%, because the laying of the corner- 

stone has already been mentioned in v.55. But 41 1D* seems to be sufficiently 
supported by vv. 11.12. Did 315%) originally stand in the text instead of 1D? 

wat 
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2,59—70 SSE Ezra $2-Sbefit0— 29 

the last name in Neh. 7,59 }if¥ ‘32; “O8 ‘32 is here to be altered in accordance 
with this. . 

In 1 Esdr. 5,36 GV... dd OepuedreO Kai OedXepoac’ Hyovwevoc adTwWV Xapaaba- 

hav kai Ahkap, GL... dmd Oepuehey cai Oortaa Kai Pnoa Kai Xepoupidav Kai 

Euunp hyouuevor avtwWv. Addkap = AAAAP = AMAP= px. In Xapaadadrav (Xe- 

poupidayv) is concealed ys} 319. Hence for Al xvon 5m we should read bn} 
xvin; for al ex read yx}, and add ows. 
For punda ‘sans read ‘ny, following Neh. 7,63 and 1 Esdr. 5,38. 1 Esdr. 5,38 

GV has, before the names, the words oi €utroiovuevor tepwovvns Kai ovx etdpéOn- 

oav, GL of wetatroiovmevor iepwovvng Kai ovx evpéOnoav. It probably means: 

They who had taken possession of the priesthood, and were not found (in the 

list). 

1 Esdr. 5,38 seems still to have read the woman’s name: Avyiav OV, Avyetav 

GL. 
For o4¥, at the end, read ‘py, following 1 Esdr. 

For Al owmnes read pwmnpa: 1 Esdr.5,39 év TH Katadoxioud (Katahoyionw). 

For Al axyia xd) read xy No), following 1 Esdr. 5,39 and Neh. 7,64. 

For #l ow pa-wipy, 1 Esdr.5,40 has twv Gyiwv=owrpa yp. The difference is 

of some importance. According to #I the persons referred to have no right to 

partake of the most holy offerings, z. e., they do not receive the full rights of 2 

priesthood (Lev. 6, 10f. 21f.; 7,6f.; 22,1-16). According to 1 Esdr. 5,40, on the 

other hand, they are given no right at all to the sacred dues which fell to the 

priests. The latter agrees perfectly with Ezr.2,62; but the former seems to 

be a mitigation of the decision given in v.62. Moreover, it is doubtful whether, 

at the time of composition of these lists, the distinction between holy and most 
holy things had been established; cf WELLHAUSEN, Composition des Hexateuchs, 

pp. 160f. For these reasons the reading nw pn} seems preferable. 

In the last clause it is better to read, with Neh. 7,64, }057 instead of jm». 

1 Esdr.5,41f. has apparently preserved the text in a form that comes nearest to 

the original: 4 of d€ mdvteg Hoav (41d) lopand Gro (dw)dexaetods Kai en dvw 
xwptc tatdwv Kai yuvaikWy mupiddes TéGOapEs dioxiAtol TplaKdo1ol EENKOvTG. 47 

Kai maidec avtWv Kal tmaidtoKxa émtad xididdeco Kai TpiaKdo10l TpIdKOVTGa ETTA, 

wdAta Kai wadtpia diaxdoior TecoupdKkovta mévte. The variant bapm 95) and 

Ssnw 55) appears to underlie the beginning of v.64. mp should be struck out. 

Read, further, :ninps) ovay tbe mdynds maw my omy cap. In v.65 we should 
strike out 12>», m>s and om}, and add, at the end, nYran) aya. 
For #l onbn read onbn, following 6 and 1 Esdr.5,42 GL dvo. avtwv; the 

change is also required by the parallel expressions. For vv. 66f. in general, see 

note on Neh. 7,66f. 

Al pma> is connected by GL and 1Esdr.5,43f. with the preceding clause v. 68, 

manifestly in accord with the sense. Ezr. 2,68f. is worked over by the Chronicler. 

He has omitted Neh. 7,70, expanded v.71 by the addition of 2) oNXi23 up to 

pninp, and resumed the text of Neh. 7,71 with 1303. Neh. 7,724 has here dropped 

out, apparently by oversight, the eye of the transcriber glancing from the end 

of v.71 to the end of 724 (o*5dx). 

The surprisingly large number of drachmas, 61,000, is not known to 1Esdr.5, 44, 

but only 1000 (minze)=>8. This statement of fl is therefore subject to mani- 

fold suspicion. See also on Neh.7,71. As to drachmas and darics, see ED. 

MEYER, of. ci¢., pp. 195 ff. [cf zézd. 69, n. 3]. Drachmas are intended here. 

The double na ya of Al is meaningless; nor can one see what is intended by 
Dyn at the beginning beside Sytwy-bp at the end. Hence the text of 1 Esdr. 
5,46 GL commends itself: Kal katwKtoOnoav ot iepeig Kai ot Acvitar Kat oi &x 

Tov Aaod év lepovoaAnu Kal ev TH xWpa, ot TE tepoydATar Kal ot TUAWPOl Kal Ts 
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28 sofa See Ezra $3-SpeSto— 2,30—57 

(ot €k ="W3k); still, it must have fallen early into disorder, as clans and districts 

are now confused together. The transposition effected in the text is intended 

to make it approximate again to the original order. 

The {23 ‘32 would seem to be a clan; cf ‘313 and ‘2°3 Neh. 10,20, and the ex- 

pression Ms 123, which, at the same time, shows that originally the list contained 

two clans of this name. For this reason Neh. 7,33 is supplied after Ezr. 2,29. 
Cf. Neh. 10,21 wybay (1 Esdr. 5,21 Newpets). 

The my3p %33 according to 1 Chr.9,7 (Neh. 11,9), Neh. 3,3, are a clan; cf 

Mishnah, 7zaz. 4,5, where 83D is mentioned as a clan of Benjamin. [Contrast 

ED. MEYER, of. czz., pp. 150; 154; 156, n. 1; 185. — P. H.] 

With v. 20 begins the list of districts, introduced by *w3x = ot €x in 1 Esdr. 5, 17 ff.; 

see on v.29. Hence read in wv. 20.21.24.25.26.33.34 ‘wis for %23, following in 

part Neh. 7 and 1 Esdr. 5, in part conjecture. 

Read 1n‘2 (or 1 m3), following 1 Esdr.5,17 (viol) Baitnpods, z. e. Jos, 15,59 

6A Badnp, 1 Chr.6,59 GA BardOnp, the often-mentioned ether of the revolt of 

Barkocheba under Hadrian. “33 is unintelligible; }iyaa Neh.7,20 is not 

appropriate among the localities following; nor anywhere before v. 25. 

For MM nya, Neh. 7,28 and 1 Esdr.5,18 (oi €k Boitaouwyv) had nyery na. 

For # oy nap read oy: np, following Neh. 7,29. 

After mb and niixa there follow in 1 Esdr.5,20 ot Xadidoar Kal Auuidior 

TETPAKOOLOL Eikool dUo. It is uncertain what localities are meant. SMEND, Dze 

Listen der Biicher Esra und Nehemia (Basel, 1881), p. 16, compares with Xa- 

didoa1 the locality nvn Jos. 15 ,37—=Adaoa 1 Macc.7,40. According to SCHLATTER, 

Zur Topographie und Geschichte Palastina’s, 1893, p. vi, “Auutdio. corresponds, 

without violence to sound or sense, to D‘ysan. But the locality J7odi2 which 

he intends is called o*y"tip in the Talmud. 

mya owe mpi m>yp wax is supplied after v. 34 from 1 Esdr.5,15 (viot) Ketkav 

Kai AZntas €EKxovta Emta. AZytas would seem to be a scribal error for Aonxac. 

Gye Neh. 3.174512 30: 

For v. 36, 1 Esdr.5,24 gives oi vioi leddou tou viod “Inood Eig tos viovs Lava- 

Beig = avd ‘09 viv a yim cap. CANABEIC= CAIACEIB; cf the Greek names 

in 1 Chr. 24,12. ll my appears to be correct, but the continuation in 1 Esdr. 
5,24 can hardly be a pure invention. 

AM mynin aad Sevesps, but o£ Neh. 7,43 mynind 325 Sytpd yiweo3a, and 1 Esdr. 
5,26 viol "Incod cic KodorAou kai Bdvvov kai Lovdtov, and read dst) yivr33 

myTiityy 993253. 
The first "32 should be struck out, following Neh. 7,45 and 1 Esdr. 5,28. 

1 Esdr.5,30f. has a number of names more than Ezr.2 and Neh.7, between 

vv. 45 and 52. Some appear to be doublets; others, however, genuine elements 

of the text. Unfortunately it is not possible to transcribe them with certainty 
into Hebrew. In the following text taken from 6V the names presumably genuine 

are printed in capitals: v. Axouvd, 6. OYTA (smy? cf Ezr.8,14; 1Chr.9,4), v. 

Kntap, v0. Axxapa, 0. Zupaer, 0. Avav, 0. KOYA, v. Keddoup, v. ‘lacipou, vu. Aaoav, 

U. NoeBa, 0. XAZEBA (8313? cf Gen. 38,5; Num. 25,15.18), 0. Kaznpa, v0. OZetou, 

U. Divde, U. AZAPA (a7Dn, cf 2 Chr. 34,22), 0. BaoOm, v. Aooava, b. Mavei, v. 

Naqetoei, 0. Axoug, v. Axeipa, 0. Aooup, 0. *>PAPAKEM:. 

The Q*ré ‘bw has been preferred, following Neh. 7,48 (6 Ladauen). 
For the p’p"53, see on Neh. 7,52. 

For # 835 read 815, following Neh. 7,57 and 1 Esdr. 5,33. 

1 Esdr.5,34 furnishes eight additional names: Uv. Lapw6e1, v. Meioaiac, 0. Fas, 

v. Addous, U. Zoupas, U. Apeppa, 0. Bapwdeics, b. La@~ay. They indicate a gap 

in #l, but cannot be referred back with certainty to Hebrew names known to 

us. The last name in 1 Esdr.5,34 v. AAtwv = AAAQN = AMQN corresponds to 
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2,2—29 bBo Ezra $3-Sbestie 27 

For Al my’ read Ay, with Neh. 7,7 and 1 Esdr.5,8 (GV Zapatov, GA Zapéov). 

For mybyn, Neh. 7,7 has my2. This form of the name is supported by 1 Esdr.- 
5,8, GV Pynoaiov, 6 Aeutov. 

After this name ‘3an3 should be supplied on authority of Neh. 7,7; 1 Esdr. 
5,8, and 6L in our passage. 

For 15d read nap, following Neh. 7,7 and 1 Esdr. 5,8. 

At the close of the list of names, paws) should be added, following 1 Esdr, 
5,8 TWV TpONyouMevwY avTWY. 

[For the names in the following list as well as in Ezra8;10; Neh.3;7; 10, of. 

Ep. MEYER, of. c7¢., pp. 141 ff., where the non-priestly families are given in ee 
ial order, — vr. H] 

The numbers are manifestly corrupt, as the sequence — hundreds, units, tens — 

is contrary to the order used elsewhere. We should, therefore, emend at least 

mw own, following Neh.7,10 and 1Esdr.5,10. For the rest, the numbers 

traditionally given in fl have been left unaltered, although they differ both from 

those given in Neh.7 and also from those in 1 Esdr.5, though not so greatly 

from the latter. Only in the total number of the returning exiles is there agree- 

ment; cf v.64. If we attempt to add up the data, we find that their total, 

taken individually, falls considerably short of the traditional total. It makes no 

difference in this respect whether we reckon according to Ezr.2, or Neh. 7, or 

1 Esdr.5. This would seem to indicate: (a) that in the course of written trans- 

mission of the list a number of the individual data have been lost; (4) that the 
numbers of the individual data which still remain in the list are not textually 

certain. These conclusions are abundantly confirmed by a comparison of all 

authorities for the text. A few names can be conjecturally restored, as will 

appear in the remarks subjoined. But no attempt has been made to correct 

the traditional numbers. [ED. MEYER, of. cé¢., p. 136 thinks that the numbers 

were originally expressed in (Phoenician) figures; hence the corruption and con- 

fusion. — P. H.] 

For Al ax read 3x1), following Neh. 7,11 and 1 Esdr. 5,11. 
For 33 Neh.7,15 has 333; see on Neh. 7,15. 

The names of two clans seem to have been omitted after this verse; for in 

1 Esdr.5,15f. we have the following additional data: vioi AZdpouv tetpaxdou01 

tpidKkovta dU0° vioi Avveig éxatov eic. The first clause would read in Hebrew: 

Duwi owow nik yas Uy 33. For the pronunciation my, c7. Neh, 10518; Ez, 11: 

contrast Neh. 3,19. The proper name of the second clause cannot be tran- 

scribed into Hebrew with certainty. According to the variant Avviag in 6A, m33n 

may be conjectured, cf Neh. 10,24; we should then have: 48) AN 73330 23. 

The clan which follows in 1 Esdr. 5,16, vioi Apou, may correspond either to the 

nvm a in v.19, or to the nn ‘33 in v.32. As the vioi Xopfe 1 Esdr. 5,12, when 

compared with v.25 (Xapun=o1n Ezr. 2,39), certainly recall the nun ‘33 of Ezr. 

2,32, the vioi Apou would seem to correspond to the own 33. 

In place of mi "3a Neh. 7,24 has 4m °33 with the same “number (112). 1Esdr. 

5,16 reads Apoeipoupeé, i in 6A Apouppouped; according to FRITZSCHE, Apoipou- 

pi8. This extraordinary form, it would seem, should be separated into the two 

elements Apoip = Apip = 41m, and Oupei8 or Oupi6 = Ovpa =A. Probably both 

names stood originally in juxtaposition in the list. Is perhaps the name Ain, 
Neh. 10,19, concealed in my"? The correctness of the numbers is doubtful. 

VV. 29-32 and 35 are inserted after v. 19; for the list was originally so arranged, 

as is still recognizable today, that, first, groups of families, or clans, were enu- 

merated; then, groups of dwellers in various districts. The clans were intro- 

duced by “33, the districts by ™w3s. This formal distinction has been still better 

preserved in Neh. 7 and 1 Esdr. 5 than here; cf Neh. 7,26ff.; 1 Esdr. 5,17ff. 
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26 HBR Ezra 2cbeSito- 1,10—2,1 

E. RENAN (f/istoire du peuple a Tsrael, ii, 519 ff.) have offered the conjecture 
that Sheshbazzar and Shenazar were one and the same person; rightly, perhaps, 
according to the Chronicler’s conception. 

The following observations may serve to explain the peculiar name; I owe 

them to Professor H. ZIMMERN, of Leipzig. 

“The second and third elements of the name 133¥w¥ almost certainly corre- 

spond to a Babylonian aéal/ucur = protect the son (aéa/, Babyl. pronunciation 

for afa/, as in Babylonian Merodachéaladan as against Assyrian Tiglath/ilesar 

&c.); of. especially the Greek form Zaoafahacodpyes, in which the Z is still pre- 

served, while it has disappeared from 1saww, just as the ~ has in Wsxwda (= Bab. 

Bel-sar-ucur). The 8 in \aww is dropped in the same way as in 1337133 along- 

side of "38392133, The name is, therefore, exactly analogous to Nabi-apal-ucur 

(Nebo protect the son) which became Nafotohacoap. 

As to the divine name, which must certainly be assumed as the first element, 

we might hesitate between Samas and Siz. The transliteration ww in Hebrew 

is in favor of Samas. [For \yawy = Samas-abal-ucur, see VAN HOONACKER in 

the Academy of Jan. 30 ’92, p. 114; cf. CHEYNE zdzd. (Feb. 6 ’92), p. 138; 

J. D. PRINCE, Mene Mene Tekel Upharsin, Baltimore, 1893, p. 118. — P. H.] 
The m of Samas, v in the later pronunciation (cf Avslimu = 1209, pwnd = araf- 
samna &c.) may have vanished as in Laoodouxivog = Samas-sum-ukin, and in 

Laws (= Samas) in Hesychius. True, we should expect ww rather than ww. 

On the other hand, the Greek forms Lavapacoup, Lavauacoap (Lauavacoap) 

seem to point to the name of the Moon-god .Szz as constituting the first element 
of the name. But against this assumption militates the fact that in the names 

which certainly contain that of the god Sin, a4m3D and 5330, dD is used in both 

instances, and not w. Consequently we should expect in the Hebrew rendering of 

the name of this Assyro-Babylonian god a» for the Assyrian s. "883¥ seems to be 

exceptional in this respect. However, it is still debatable whether 3w really con- 

tains here the divine name Sin (JENSEN, ZA, vii, 177 would find it in 193¥ also). 

It should be added further that the Greek forms, such as Lavauaooup, Laua- 

vaooup, are, perhaps, influenced by Zaluavacoap (=roNINdw); the v, accordingly, 

may have crept in thence, while it would be hard to explain whence the 

second w in 13aww could be derived, if Sz and not Samwas were the basis. 

[According to ED. MEYER, Die Entstehung des Judenthums, Halle, 1896, p. 77, 

n. I, VAN HOONACKER’s explanation, which has also been adopted by WELL- 

HAUSEN, (savy = sedawew Samasbalucur “O Sun-god, protect the son’), is 

not impossible, but the Greek form clearly points to Sin (Szm-balucur, “O Moon- 

god, protect the son;” cf 7c. 72.77, and the name 1383 1 Chr. 3,18, which is a 

shortened form of Sx[93]3~). It might be well to add that the references to 

Ep. MEYER’s new book were inserted after the Notes were in type. — P. H.] 

In the place where the context requires a number, 4 has the unintelligible 

word °3¥9, which is certainly due to an error. 1 Esdr. 2,10(12) reads in place 

of it dioxikto.=OBOX. It is hard to say whether this number may really have 

stood in the text, as the numbers in vv. 9-11 of #1 in general vary from those in 

1 Esdr. 2,9 ff. (12ff.). Instead of 30 in v.9, 1 Esdr. GV has 1000; the total is in At 

4499, in 1 Esdr. 6V 5469, while in GL v. 11 it is missing altogether. 

For Af o*9> 52 read no3n753, following 6 and 1 Esdr. 2,11 (13). 
Instead of Al adian nibya 1 Esdr.2,11(14) has dua toig ék Tis aixuakwotac. 

From this we may conjecture as the original text, wan odiyn. 

The spelling of the last syllable in the name 1)$393)33 is remarkable for the fact 

that it renders the Assyrian pronunciation (Mabé-kudurri-ucur), and approxi- 

mates to the Greek form of the name NaBouxyodovocop. So, too, in Jer. 49,28. 
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aa Critical Notes on Ezra-Wehemtah -c-- 

For Al ‘5 read “b3, which is attested by 2 Chr. 36,22 and by both GF did oTd- 

uatocg and 1 Esdr.2,1 é€v otduati. 
Ssiw omds is added, following 1 Esdr.2,3. The context (cf v. 3) seems to require 

this addition. 5 
1 Esdr.2,3 GL+ 6¢ mpoOuuettar tod TopevOfvari=n>>> II3INT, or Nd) aIIM; of. 

Hagg. 2,3; Is. 43,22. 

The words nbwrva ws obser Nin give gr7ma facie the impression of a gloss. 

This is corroborated by the fact that they change their place in 6L, here and 

reescioaos 10 

Instead of win read W271; 1 Esdr.2,4 (6) év d60€01 we” trTWV Kai ktTynvWy. For 

won, of Mi.1,13; 1K.5,8; Esth.8,10.14. [See, however, DELITZSCH’s (Veuer 

Commentar tiber die Genesis, 1887, p. 251, N. I. 

The 5 in 525 is the 5 emphaticum; cf. HAUPT, A new Hebrew particle m the 

Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 114, July 1894, p. 107, See also the 

note on w 89,19; Dr. I. M. CASANOWIC2Z’s paper in the Proc. of the Am. Or. Soc., 

April 1895, and GESEN.-KAUTZSCH”, § 143,e. — P. H.] 
Ml ADI~bD2; but the vesse/s do not appear till v. 7ff. According to 1 Esdr. 2,6 (8) 
€BorPouv (€BorOnoav) év mdow, év dpyupitw KtA., we should read 4D>a D5 or, 

perhaps better, }D>3 55a. 20 
Instead of wi>qa read, as in v. 4, W273, following 1 Esdr.2,6(8) wai év tmmotc. 

The close of v.6 reads in 1 Esdr. 2,6 (8) GV Kai evxaic Wo TAEloTtaig TOAMWY 

Wv 6 vodc HrépOn; GL xai evyaic TAEtoTaIg Wy HrEpGy 6 voids evOUc. The men- 

tion of the freewill-offerings (evxat, ninq3) is certainly to be expected after v. 4. 

AL aqann~dp-by tab niziy23, accordingly, should probably be replaced by niat334 25 

aqanipmnd2> 345. 
For the first yin 1 Esdr.2,7 (9) has é£yveyKe, as in v. 8; for the second 8317, 

on the other hand, pethveyxe GL, or uetiyyayev GY = oT. 

The name of the prince here mentioned varies remarkably in the tradition 

(Ezr.1,8.11 =1 Esdr.2,11.14; Ezr.5,14.16=1Esdr.6,17.19). Of the Greek 30 

authorities only GA agrees with Ml: Tacapacoap(oc)= savy. If we compare 
the principal forms given by the Greek Versions, we get the impression of a 

continuous shortening or mutilation of this proper name: Laoafahacodpyns, 

Lacapacoap (Lavafacoap, Lavayacoap, Lauavacoap, Lapavacoap), Lapacdpnc. 

We have further ABdooupos, Josephus, Az/zig. xi, 1,3. Cf also the name of the 35 

descendant of David in 1 Chr.3,18 1ssi¥=Zaveoup, Zavacap. IMBERT (Le 

temple reconstruit par Zorobabel, reprinted from the Muséon, 1888-89) and 
Ezra 4 
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ix Explanation of Cofors -<-- 
HE UNCOLORED passages and words are from the pen of the Chronicler 

(about 300 B. C.), OVERLINING calls attention to modifications of the older 
sources at the hands of the compiler (Ezr. 2,68;7, 11-26). Subsequent additions 

to the work of the Chronicler (inserted during the 34 cent.) are printed in DARK 

GREEN (Ezr. 3,5 and 4,6-24), LIGHT GREEN (Ezr. 4,9.10) being used for passages 

still later than the dark green sections. 
The Memoirs of Ezra (composed about 425 B. C.) are printed in DARK 

BLUE (Ezr. 7 ,27—8,34; 9, 1-15), LIGHT BLUE (Ezr. 8,35.36; 10,1-44) indicating 

modifications of the original document. 
In the same way the Memoirs of Nehemiah (composed about 425 B. C.) 

are printed in DARK RED (Neh. 1,1—7,5; 13,4-31), while LIGHT RED (Neh. 11, 

I-24; 12,27-44) is used for passages of the work modified by the compiler. 

DARK PURPLE indicates Documents of the times of Ezra and Nehemiah 
(composed about 430-410 B. C.). Modified sections are marked by OVERLINING 

Neh. 9,1-3; 12,12-26). The section printed in LIGHT PURPLE (Neh, 10,2-28) is 

a later addition to the same document. The source of this insertion is unknown. 

YELLOW distinguishes the Avamatc Document (composed about 450 B. C.) 

relating the completion of the Temple (Ezr. 5,3—6,5). A section of it, modified 

at the hands of the compiler, (Ezr. 6,6-15) is distinguished by OVERLINING. 
Later glosses and interpolations within the several sections are relegated 

from the text to the foot of the pages. 
The arguments for these distinctions are given in the introductory remarks 

prefixed to the Explanatory Notes on the English Translation of the Book, 

aca List of Contributors ese 
Genesis: C. J. BALL (Oxford). 

Exodus: H, E. RYLE (Cambridge). 

Leviticus: S. R. DRIVER and H. A. 
WHITE * (Oxford). 

Numbers: J. A. PATERSON (Edinburgh). 

Deuteronomy: GEORGE ADAM SMITH 

(Glasgow). 
Joshua: W. H. BENNETT (London). 

Judges: Geo. F. Moore (Andover). 

Samuel: K. BUDDE (Marburg). 
Kings: BERNHARD STADE (Giessen) 
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@ Died vii/30’98. = B Died vi/24’99. * 7 Died ix/12’92. # ® Died xii/14’98. 

* Professor ABRAHAM KUENEN, who had agreed to do the Book, died xii/Ic’ 91. 
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